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JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. § 78-22(3)(e)(ii)# §78-2-2(4) and § 63-46b-16.

ISSUES *NP STANPARP OF REVIEW
I.

Whether the Tax Commission erred in finding that

Mayflower satisfied the agricultural use requirements of the 1992
and 1993 Farmland Assessment Act for assessment years 1992 and
1993, where Mayflower leased its land to Gillmore Livestock
Corporation who used the land at its full capacity to handle
sheep, but sought to keep sheep from grazing a part of this land
because of predatory dogs from a nearby urban area?

Preserved Eelgw: (R. 88-89.)
Standard of Review: The Court's standard of review is found
in Utah Code Ann. § 59-1-610 (1992). The Commission's findings of
fact are given deference using a substantial evidence standard of
review; the Commission's conclusions of law are given no
deference and a correction of error standard is applied.

Cf.

Salt Lake Cpunty v, State Tax Comm'n/ 819 p.2d 776, 778 (Utah
1991) (Farmland Assessment Act case reviewed under Utah Code Ann.
§ 63-46b-22 (1989)).

1

DETERMINATIVE LAW

(Contained in Addendum 1.)
1.

Utah Constit. Art. XIII, § 3(2).

2.

Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-503 (1992) - 1992 version

3.

Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-503 (1996) - 1993 version

NATURE OF CASE, COURSE OF PROCEEDING. AND DISPOSITION BELOW
This case involves review of a decision of the Utah State
Tax Commission granting greenbelt assessment status to several
thousand acres of range land in Wasatch County.

The case began

after Mayflower, the property owner, was notified by Wasatch
County that Mayflower's agricultural assessment status had been
revoked.

(Exhibits 100-101.)

Mayflower appealed this revocation

to the Wasatch County Board of Equalization; Wasatch County
denied Mayflower's request.

(R. 313, Exhibit 5.)

Mayflower appealed this decision to the Utah State Tax
Commission.

(Exhibits 8-9.)

The Tax Commission found that the County Board had
improperly revoked Mayflower's agricultural assessment status and
had improperly imposed a rollback tax.

(R. 98-101.)

Wasatch County filed a Petition for Review with the Utah
Supreme Court. (R. 27-28.)

Wasatch County likewise filed a

Petition for Reconsideration with the Tax Commission.

2

(R. 82.)

The Supreme Court issued an Order suspending its rules until the
Commission had ruled on the Petition for Reconsideration.
la-2a.)

(R.

The Tax Commission denied Wasatch County's Petition for

Reconsideration.

(R. la-6a.)

Subsequently, the Supreme Court

reassigned the case to the Court of Appeals.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Agricultural Use Of Mayflower's Property In General
Stichting Mayflower, the owner of the property in this case,
has a large holding of land in Wasatch County that consists of
four parts known as the Mayflower North Properties, East Park
Subdivision No. 1 & 2, Mayflower South Properties, and Density
Determination Property.
Exhibit 2.)

(Finding 4, R. 85-86; Tr. Vol. I at 46;

Mayflower also has adjoining land in Summit County.

In 1984, Mayflower applied to Wasatch County for assessment
under the Farmland Assessment Act.
County granted this request in 1985.

(Tr. Vol. I at 55.)
(Tr. Vol I at 55.)

property is mainly classified as "Graze II" range land.
Vol. II at 322.)

Wasatch
The
(Tr.

The graze classification is based on the

climate and site of the land, soil profile, and vegetative
condition.

(Tr./Lytle at 94.)

It establishes how many animal

unit months or uAUMs" of grazing that the property can reasonably
bear.

(Tr./Lytle at 95, 99.)

The terrain of this property is
3

highly varied,

(Tr. Vol. II at 308.)

In 1987, a portion of Mayflower's Wasatch County property
was condemned to provide for the Jordenelle Reservoir and new
Highway 40.

(Tr* Vol. I at 52, 60, 112.)

From 1987 through the

time of the formal hearing before the Tax Commission, Gillmore
Livestock leased this land from Mayflower as part of Gillmore's
livestock grazing operation.

(Tr. Vol. I at 60-61, 114-15.)

For assessment year 1993, and prior to the effective date of
amendment of the Farmland Assessment Act, Wasatch County canceled
Mayflower's agricultural exemption.
at 128; Vol. II at 127-28, 158.)

(Tr. Vol. I at

61, Vol. II

It sent Mayflower a rollback

notice that increased the value of Mayflower's property for 19881992 to the property's full fair market value; this notice is an
attempt to retroactively recapture all tax revenues at a fair
market value standard for five years based on the property's
agricultural use status.

(Tr. Vol. I at 62-63.)

The County contended that the property was no longer used
for grazing livestock.

(Tr. Vol. I at

64, 68, 94.)

As

explained at the formal hearing before the Commission, the reason
"they were taken off Green Belt is not because they didn't meet
the [1992 statutory] production requirement of a thousand bucks,
but because they had no agricultural use, period. . . . "

4

(Tr.

Vol. I at 26-28 (emphasis added); see 3 ] ^ Vol . II at 230, 344.1
Subsequent to a Board of Equalization appeal by Mayflower,
the County sustained the assessor's revocation of Mayflower's
agricultural status over the recommendation of its own hearing
examiner.
Commission.

(Tr. Vol. II at 313.)

Mayflower appealed to the

(Exhibits 8-9).

At the formal hearing before the Tax Commission, the County
claimed that it had researched the property and found that there
was no agricultural use.

(Tr. Vol. I at 64.)

Part of the

research consisted of a County official's daily drives on U.S. 40
and one trip off of a frontage road.

(Tr. Vol. II at 306-07.)

This official's experience with sheep grazing consisted of his
F.A.A. project as a boy and the time he had spent with "two or
three neighbors that are sheepmen . . ."

(Tr. Vol. II at 316.)

This official testified that he never personally visited the
Mayflower property.

(Tr. Vol. II at 320.)

Another employee of Wasatch County testified that he saw
neither sheep nor cattle on the Mayflower property in 1991 and
1992.

(Tr. Vol. Ill at 367-70.)

However, he also testified that

there were areas of the property where he had never looked for
livestock. (Tr. Vol. Ill at 395-96.)

When questioned about

whether he saw any evidence of grazing, he responded: "Well, I
5

didn't look--." (Tr. Vol. Ill at 372.)

On cross-examination he

admitted that while the herd size made it unlikely, the sheep
could have been on other parts of the property where he could not
observe them.

(Tr. Vol. Ill at 392-93.)

The County also stipulated that the grazing conducted on the
Mayflower property met the $1,000 production requirement under
the 1992 version of the Farmland Assessment Act. (Tr. Vol. II at
159-60.)
However, in contrast to the County's position that there was
absolutely no grazing on Mayflower's property, the evidence
presented at the formal hearing before the Commission proved that
from 1987 until the time of the hearing, Mayflower leased its
entire Wasatch County holding to Gillmore Livestock for use as a
livestock grazing range,

(Tr. Vol. I at 60-61, 114-15;

Tr./Gillmore at 30), and that Gillmore grazed this range at its
capacity to handle sheep.

(Tr. Vol. I at 115.)

Luke Gillmore, of Gillmore Livestock Company, testified that
it grazed between 1,200 and 1,500 ewes with lambs on the
property-

(Tr./Gillmore at 13, 16.)

1#300 lambs.

(Tr./Gillmore at 16.)

This herd had approximately
The sheep were on portions

of the Mayflower property from May through November.
(Tr./Gillmore at 6, 12, 28.)

Mr. Gillmore further testified
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that approximately 160 or 170 cows, 130 calves, and 6 bulls were
brought to the property in either late August or early September,
although that number varied from year to year.
28, 36-39, 51, 53.)

(Tr./Gillmore at

A smaller group of approximately 30 or 40

dry cows were brought to the property in late September or early
October.

(Tr./Gillmore at 59.)

All of the cattle would remain

on the property until November.

(Tr./Gillmore at 33.)

Dan Giles, an employee of the Department of Interior,
testified that during the construction of the Jordenelle Dam his
daily experience was that he saw no sheep grazing the Mayflower
area; however, he also testified that he had seen sheep grazing
on adjoining property up the east arm of the Jordenelle
Reservoir.

(Tr. Vol. II at 230-31, 247, 297, 299.)

He likewise

testified that he had chased cattle out of the Jordenelle dam
work site.

(Tr. Vol. II at 238.)

appeared one morning from nowhere.
2 85-87, 294.)

Cattle, he testified, had
(Tr. Vol. II at 24 0, 243,

He testified that he saw cattle every year on

adjoining property during construction of the Jordenelle Dam.
(Tr. Vol. II at 295-96.)
Evidence was also presented at the hearing that the
Department of Interior had accidentally poisoned sheep on* the
property and was forced to compensate Gillmore livestock for its
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loss. (Tr. Vol. II at 298; Tr./Gillmore at 32-33, 73; Exhibit
10.)
Mr. Dean Theobold, a real estate agent who was working on a
foreclosure in the vicinity of the Mayflower property, testified
that he had seen between one and five thousand sheep in 1991 and
1992, for several months each year, on the Summit County side of
the Gillmore livestock range. (Tr. Vol. II at 352, 354-58.)
likewise observed cattle there during the same time.

He

(Tr. Vol.

II at 356.)
Agricultural Use Specific To South Mountains
Luke Gillmore testified that Gillmore livestock had not used
the Bonanza Flat area [South Mountains] "with the whole herd" for
a number of years because of an insufficiency of water and
recreation seekers, but more so because of domestic dogs that
come from Park City and attack the sheep42, 65-66.)

(Tr./Gillmore at 24,

Gillmore leased the right to use this area, but made

no "extra payment" to Mayflower because of its inability to use
the property.

(Tr./Gillmore at 26, 72, 74.)

A sheep camp had

been maintained there until either 1986, 1987, or 1989.
(Tr./Gillmore at 25, 65.)
Mr- Gillmore testified that wwe still have stock that
periodically have came up onto the--came up these canyons [South
8

Mountain], especially sheep, because sheep's natural tendency i^s
to climb up and through all the years, we've periodically had to
come up onto this blue area and bring back sheep that have
strayed off and gone up."

(Tr./Gillmore at 24.)

Over the years,

"different bunches" would graze up through this area until
Gillmore learned about them and returned them.
26-27.)

(Tr. Gillmore at

Mr. Gillmore was unable to estimate the numbers of sheep

that had used this area.

(Tr./Gillmore at 25-27.)

He testified

that cattle likewise would sometimes climb the canyons of the
Bonanza Flat area [South Mountains]; Gillmore would remove the
cattle after notification that they were there.

(Tr./Gillmore at

31.)
Gillmore had solicitated the help of Summit County to
control the dogs that prey on sheep in the South Mountains area.
(Tr./Gillmore at 75.)

It had received some help, but the problem

had grown "beyond their control . . . ."

(Tr./Gillmore at 75.)

Denny Lytle, an agricultural economist with the Tax
Commission testified that when dogs attack a herd of sheep "it's
usually a bloody mess."

(Tr./Lytle at 154.)

The dogs, he

testified, "usually go on a killing spree; they don't just kill
one and—and eat it. They--they'11 go through and rip and slash
and kill any number when they get going."
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(Tr./Lytle at 154.)

Mr. Lytle testified that the effect on this killing can be
devastating to a livestock operation *[e]specially the sheep
industry, with the lamb prices and the wool prices being as low
as they are, you can't afford substantial predator losses . . .
(Tr./Lytle at 154.)

Mayflower Acreage
The parties stipulated that the acreage size of the
Mayflower property was as follows:
North property

657.17 acres

South Main within the Density Determination

1,268.23 acres

South Main without the Density Determination 1.495.11 acres
TOTAL

3,420.51 acres

(R. 106-108)
As part of its grazing operation, Gillmore had approximately
1,600 acres of land located in Wasatch and Summit County that it
used.

(Tr./Gillmore at 68-69.)

for growing crops.

Forty acres of this land is used

(Tr./Gillmore at 75.)

Luke Gillmore testified that it needed the water on the
Mayflower land to maintain its sheep herd.

(Tr./Gillmore at 22.)

The Gillmore property that was interspersed with the
Mayflower property received the agricultural exemption from
Wasatch County.

(Tr./Gillmore at 45.)
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Mr. Lytle of the Tax Commission testified that the predatory
dogs would not be a limiting physical factor in the way the
Property Tax Division calculated useable acreage.
145.)

(Tr./Lytle at

However, Mr. Lytle agreed that the practice is to maintain

a property's greenbelt status if there is "competent management
of grounds and flocks and so on, so long as they come within a
reasonable range of your calculation of AUM . . . "

(Tr./Lytle at

160 (emphasis added).)
Mr. Lytle testified that the administrative practice of the
Property Tax Division of the Commission was to allow greenbelt
treatment of property that fails, for one year, due to drought or
infestation of insects.

(Tr./Lytle at 165-66.)

He testified

that if property failed for multiple years in a row due to
weather, but the farmer still held out hope that it could be
restored to its agricultural use in the future, that it is not
the policy of the state to remove that property from greenbelt
status.

(Tr./Lytle at 173-74.)

Wasatch County makes no allowance

for extraordinary

circumstances relating to land assessed under the Farmland
Assessment Act. (Tr. Vol. II at 142.)
Mr. Lytle testified that the Property Tax Division had not
established standards as to how much usage of a property,
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separate from the AUM requirement,
greenbelt status.

was needed to qualify for

(Tr./Lytle at 171-73.)

The specific standard

relied on by the Division was "reasonableness."

(Tr./Lytle at

172-73.)
gPMMftRY OF THE ftRgPMENT
The Commission correctly found that Mayflower's property
qualifies for assessment under the Farmland Assessment Act. The
Utah Supreme Court has construed the Act liberally in favor of
the taxpayer, leaving it to the Legislature to clarify a more
restrictive intent.

The Farmland Assessment Act was enacted to

"benefit those individuals and entities that continue to use land
for agricultural purposes, particularly when the property was
located near urban development."

The Mayflower land is precisely

the type of land that the Legislature was attempting to protect.
Mayflower meets the agricultural use requirements of both
the 1992 and 1993 versions of the Act.

Based on the record

below, the Mayflower property, including the South Mountains, is
part of the Gillmore Livestock Corporation's livestock range that
is comprised of land owned by the Gillmores and by Mayflower.
Together their land functions as a single farming unit.
grazed several hundred livestock on this range.
livestock range are the "South Mountains."
12

Gillmore

Included in this

Gillmore's use of the

South Mountains has decreased over the past several years because
of predatory dogs from the nearby Deer Valley subdivisions.
Based on this decreased use, Wasatch County believes that
Mayflower should not be allowed assessment under the Farmland
Assessment Act.

The Court should interpret the agricultural use

requirement of the Act to allow decreased use of land within a
farm unit if the rest of the farm qualifies under the Act, and if
the person or entity owning or leasing the land has made
reasonable efforts to use the land, but through no fault of its
own is unable to do so.
ARSVMENT
I.

THE COMMISSION CORRECTLY FOUND THAT THE SOUTH MOUNTAINS
QUALIFY FOR TAX ASSESSMENT UNDER THE FARMLAND
ASSESSMENT ACT AND THAT A ROLLBACK TAX WAS IMPROPER.
A.

The Commission's Decision Follows the Act's
Legislative History and Decisions of the Utah
Supreme Court,

Under Utah law, property is valued for property taxes in one
of three ways.

First, it is assessed at full fair market value;

this is the general rule for most property.
XIII, §§ 2(1) & 3(1).

Utah Const. Art.

Second, it is exempt from taxation if it

falls into certain narrow categories expressly set forth in the
constitution.

Utah Const. Art. XIII, § 2 (various provisions).

Finally, it is assessed using special legislative rules if
13

it is land used for agricultural purposes: "Land used for
agricultural purposes may, as the Legislature prescribes, be
assessed according to its value for agricultural use without
regard to the value it may have for other purposes."

Utah Const.

Art, XIII, § 3(2) (emphasis added).
It is important to distinguish this third method of valuing
property from the first method of valuing property.

The

agricultural use method of valuing property is different from
fair market value; it is known as "value in use."

"Use value is

the value a specific property has for a specific use.

Use value

focuses on the contributory value of the real estate to the
enterprise of which it is a part, without regard to its highest
and best use or the monetary amount that might be realized upon
its sale." American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, The
Appraisal of Real Estate at 20 (9th ed.).
One commentator on state agricultural property taxation has
stated it this way: "The nineteen state statutes have in common
the feature of providing for 'use-value assessment.'

The

statutes direct the property be assessed on the value of the land
when used only for agriculture, rather than on its value in a
free market sale."

Harris Wagerseil, Property Taxation of

Agriculture and Open Space Ford, 8 Harv. J. on Legis. 150, 160

14

(1970).
The critical point is that the constitutional provision
establishing how farm ground is assessed delegates authority to
the Legislature to determine a methodology for assessing

propertyr not exempting itIn 1969, the Legislature enacted the ''Farmland Assessment
Act" that established separate assessment rules for property used
for agricultural purposes.

See 1969 Utah Laws 706, ch. 180, § 1.

The Utah Supreme Court has interpreted this Act narrowly in
favor of the taxpayer: n[0]ur practice is to construe taxation
statutes liberally in favor of the taxpayer, leaving it to the
legislature to clarify an intent to be more restrictive if such
intent exists . . . ."

Salt Lake County v. State Tax Comm'n. 779

P.2d 1131, 1132 (Utah 1989),

The Utah Supreme Court has only

required satisfaction of the Act's minimum requirements to
receive its favorable tax treatment: uThe very purpose of the
F.A.A. is to allow land which has become valuable for a
nonagricultural use to be assessed

as agricultural land as long

as agricultural activity is actually carried on and the minimum
qualifying requirements of the act are satisfied."

Salt Lake

County v, Tax Comm'n, 819 P.2d 776, 778 (Utah 1991).
The Utah Supreme Court has correctly relied on this rule of
15

liberal construction because this is a tax imposition statute,
not a tax exemption statute. Accordingly, the Court must reject
the County's argument and assumption that the Farmland Assessment
Act is a tax exemption statute that must be construed narrowly
against the taxpayer.

(County Opening Brief at 20-21, 26, 35.)

The Legislature purpose behind the Act likewise supports a
construction of the Act favorable to Mayflower.

The primary

purpose of the Act was to preserve farm land from encroachment by
urban development:
In enacting the FAA's [Farmland Assessment Act's]
predecessor statute in 1969, the legislature
recognized that urban growth was encroaching on
rural areas and that if farmland was taxed at
market value, farmers whose properties were
located near expanding urban areas would find it
difficult to continue to devote their property to
low-profit farming operations. Thus, the purpose
of the FAA was to benefit those individuals and
entities that continued to use land for
agricultural purposes, particularly when the
property was located near urban development. . . .

goard Of Equalization v. Tax Comm'n, e^T reli Bell Mountain
Corp.. 846 P.2d 1292, 1296-97 (Utah 1993) (emphasis added).
During Senate debates in 1992, Senator Barlow, who had
participated in the passage of the 1969 Act,

restated this

legislative intent: lxThe reason we passed the greenbelt primarily
was that we realized particularly here on the Wasatch Front that

16

we wanted to encourage people who dp have land to leave it greento leave it as long as they possibly can and not be forced to
have to sell it because their taxes become exorbitant."
(Statement of Sen. Barlow) (recording on file with the Utah
Senate, February 3, 1992, tape 18.)(emphasis added).
As a result of abuses to the Act, a stricter production
requirement was added in 1992. However, nothing in the
legislative history indicates that the overarching intent of the
Legislature changed.

Carl Hendrickson, one of the County

representatives behind the 1992 amendments, stated on the Senate
floor: "Some of the, I think the significant features of this

bill is it requires you farm with the reasonable expectation of
profit. . . It means that if you run a farm, you run a real farm.
You don't run a hobby farm.

Part of the constituency that I

think will be affected by this are those who have chosen to buy
five or six acres and keep riding horses on it for themselves and
their friends."

(Statement of Carl Hendrickson)(recording on

file with the Utah Senate, February 3, 1992, tape 18).
Tom Bingham of the Utah Farm Bureau, also an advocate of the
1992 amendments, stated on the Senate floor that the intent of
the 1992 production amendments was to "take the dollar figure out
of it that we believe really has little relevance at this time

17

and replace it with a provision that measures a reasonable effort
to farm the around."

(Statement of Tom Bingham)(recording on

file with the Utah Senate, February 3, 1992, tape 18)(emphasis
added).

Accordingly, the intent of the 1992 amendments was to

remove favorable tax treatment for those who were not
legitimately farming the ground and give it to those individuals
and entities making reasonable efforts to farm.
Based on the purposes behind the Act, this Court should rely
on four principles in reviewing the Commission's decision:
1)

The Act is a tax imposition statute, not an exemption;

2)

Only the minimum requirements of the Act must be

satisfied to qualify for agricultural assessment;
3)

Farm ground that is being encroached on by urban

development is what the Legislature was trying to protect with
this legislation; and
4)

Farmers making reasonable efforts to farm the ground

should receive the protections of the Act.
The Court should apply these principles to sustain the
decision of the Commission.
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B.

1.

The Commission Properly Found that Mayflower Met
the Agricultural Use Requirements of the 1992
Version of the Act and that a Rollback Tax was
Improper.

The 1992 Requirements of the Act.
Mayflower meets the "agricultural use" requirement of both

the 1992 and 1993 versions of the Act.

This case involves two

time periods with different legal standards.

The statute in 1992

provided:
(1) For general property tax purposes, the
value of land under this part is the value
which the land has for agricultural use if
the land:
(a) is not less than five contiguous acres
in area, except where devoted to agricultural
use in conjunction with other eligible
acreage or as provided under Subsection (3) ;
(b) has a gross income from agricultural
use, not including rental income, of at least
$1000 per year;
(c) is actively devoted to agricultural
use; and
(d) has been devoted to agricultural use
for at least two successive years immediately
preceding the tax year in issue.
Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-503 (1992)(effective until January 1,
1993) .

Property is only subject to a rollback tax when it "is

applied to a use other than agricultural or is otherwise *
withdrawn from the provisions of this part. . . . "
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Utah Code

Ann. § 59-2-506.
The Act requires not less than 5 contiguous acres, income of
$1,000 per year, and active devotion to agricultural use for the
tax year and the past two years.
The 1992 version of the act does not expressly define the
phrase ^actively devoted to agricultural use." Board of
Equalization v. Tax Comm'n. ex rel. Judd. 846 P.2d 1292, 1296
(Utah 1993). However, the statute provides that land is "in
agricultural use" if it is "devoted to the raising of useful
plants and animals, such as • . . forages and sod crops . . . "
Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-502 (1992).
The Utah Supreme Court has addressed the issue of
agricultural use in three separate cases.

BQflrfl pf E<XU$liz$tiQn

v. Utah State Tax Comm'n ex rel. Judd, 846 P.2d 1292 (Utah 1993)
("Judd decision"); Salt Lake County ex rel. County Bd of
Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n ex rel. Bell Mountain Corp.. 819
P.2d 776 (Utah 1991) ("Bell Mountain decision"); Salt Lfrke CPVWty
ex rel. County Bd. Of Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n ex rel.
Kennecott Corp.. 779 P.2d 1131 (Utah 1989) ("Kennecott decision).
In its first decision, involving land leased by Hercules
from Kennecott for use as a buffer zone around its industrial
plant and simultaneously leased for grazing and wheat production,
20

the Court held that land devoted to multiple uses still qualifies
for assessment under the Act if it is used for agricultural
purposes.

Kennecott. 779 P.2d at 1133. The Court reject Salt

Lake County's attempts to narrowly construe the Act to require
"exclusive" agricultural use because "[t]hat construction would
be required if the statute read 'exclusively' or even 'primarily'
devoted to an agricultural use. No such terms appear in the
statute . . . ." XcL at 1132.
In its next decision interpreting agricultural use under the
Act, Bell Mountain, the Court denied a portion of the assessment
sought by Bell Mountain who was a developer that grazed cattle on
100 acres of a 431 acre parcel next to an exclusive development
on the Wasatch Mountains.

819 P.2d at 778-79.

The Court denied

assessment under the Act for 331 acres because "as much as 75
percent of the acreage sought to be given preferential assessment
is not grazed by the cattle or accessed by them for watering,
shelter, or any other purposes.

This acreage is not reasonably

required for the purpose of maintaining the land actually grazed,
nor does it in any way support activity on that land. . .
Furthermore, the seven separately described tracts were not ever
part of a unit farm. . . ."

819 P.2d at 779 (emphasis added).

Accordingly, to qualify for assessment under the Act, the acreage
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must play a role in the farm and be part of the farming unit.
The Court recognized that a rule of common sense must be
applied when separately analyzing fertile ground and nonfertile
ground:
We are aware that even on the best of farms there
may be relatively small areas which are not
strictly "devoted to the raising of plants and
animals useful to man." We also acknowledge that
nonproductive areas sometimes may be reasonably
required for the purpose of maintaining the land
actually devoted to production. A certain amount
of liberality must be indulged in.if the
legislative purpose and common sense are to
prevail.
Id. at 779.
In a strongly worded concurring and dissenting opinion, two
of the Justices stated that the majority's analysis on use for
agricultural purposes was unclear:
Some language in the opinion can be read to
suggest that the exemption is to be denied only
with respect to those tracts of which no part is
physically used for agricultural purposes.
However, other language suggest that the exemption
is not available for any portion of a parcel "not
in actual agricultural use."
Id. at 780 (Zimmerman, and Durham, JJ, concurring and
dissenting).
The problem they believed was that wif the former standard
is the appropriate test, then I [the dissenters] assume the
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Commission can administer the law without much difficulty . . .
But if the Commission must deduct from every parcel of land
otherwise eligible for the exemption the acreage that is not
either devoted to agriculture or a nonproductive area reasonably
required for the maintaining of land so devoted, then we have
created precisely the 'staggering undertaking for the assessor
warned against by the New Jersey court . . . ."

Id. at 780-81.

Thus, they warned against interpretations of the Act that would
make it impossible to administer.
In its final decision interpreting the Act, Judd. the Court
found that land was used for agricultural purposes even where the
land "had been platted, subdivided, recorded, improved with
curbs, gutters, and utilities and put up for sale as residential
building lots. . . ."

Judd. 846 P.2d 1292, 1294.

In Judd. the

Court examined two parcels of land; one used as a farm, the other
comprised of building lots contiguous to the farm.
The Court held that although one of the parcels contained
building lots, the parcels should not be considered separately
because they had been used as a single unit in meeting the Act's
acreage and production requirements; it likewise concluded that
underfrenneCPttand Bell Mountain, multiple uses were allowed
under the Act.

846 P.2d at 1296.
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The Court reached this conclusion even though the Judd
building lots had been divided into quarter acre parcels: "'First,
although lots 4 through 15 are collectively less than five acres,
we think the five-acre requirement is met in this case because
lots 4 through 15 and the twenty-nine acre Judd farm have been
farmed as a single agricultural unit since 1987."

846 P.2d at

1295-96.
The Court concluded that this was true even though the Judds
had traded away their ownership interests at one time to a
developer: ™We think that even if lots 4 through 15 were
separated from the Judd farm, the Judds subsequently regained
possession of the land and treated it as part of their farming
operation.

Lots 4 through 15 and the Judd farm are fenced as one

contiguous unit and otherwise have been treated as a single
agricultural unit."

Id. at 1296 n.4 (emphasis added) .

The Court likewise reached this conclusion despite the Judds
lack of efforts to document agricultural production on the parcel
containing building lots: MW]hile no accounts were kept on
income derived from lots 4 through 15 alone, the record indicates
that together with the Judd farm, the combined property produced
the statutory minimum of $1,000 per year. . . ."
(emphasis added).
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Id. at 1296

The overarching principle relied on by the Court in jln&l was
that the farm as a whole may qualify as an agricultural unit if
it satisfies the minimum requirements of the Act.
2.

Application of the 1992 law to Mayflower.
The Commission correctly found that Mayflower satisfied the

1992 requirements of the Act. None of the parties dispute that
Mayflower's property exceeds the requirement of five contiguous
acres.

Nor is there any dispute that Mayflower satisfied the

$1,000 grazing requirement under the 1992 version of the law.
The County stipulated to this fact below.
60.)

(Tr. Vol. II at 159-

The only remaining issue is whether Mayflower's property

was actively devoted to agricultural use.
The proper analysis for determining agricultural use was
established by the Utah Supreme in its Kennecott. Bell Mountain,
and Judd decisions. As discussed above, in Kennecott. if there
is agricultural use of the property, despite other uses, the
property qualifies for assessment under the Act. As set forth in
Bell Mountain and Judd, those portions of the farm that function
as a unit should be examined jointly for qualification under the
Act.
Based on the record below, the Mayflower property--including
the South Mountains, as part of the Gillmore livestock range,
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functioned as a single farming unit.

Thus, the entire unit

should be analyzed together under the Supreme Court's analysis in
Bell Mountain and Judd.

While there is no dispute that the South

Mountains failed to provide a sheep camp as they had in the past,
grazing continued on this land.
For the entire time at issue, Mayflower leased its entire
Wasatch County holding to Gillmore Livestock for use as part of
Gillmore's livestock grazing range, (Tr. Vol. I at 60-61, 114-15;
Tr./Gillmore at 30), and Gillmore grazed it at its capacity to
handle sheep.

(Tr. Vol I at 115.)

Gillmore even leased the

right to use the South Mountains, but reduced its payment because
of its inability to adequately use this property.
at 26, 72, 74.)

(Tr./Gillmore

Although all of the witnesses did not agree, the

evidence below supported the Commission's finding that the land
was used for livestock grazing.

(Tr./Gillmore at 6, 12-13, 16,

28, 32-33, 36-39, 51, 53, 59; Tr. Vol II at 298; Exhibit 10.)
The County argues that agriculture status should be denied
Mayflower because it has not fully grazed the South Mountains.
Even if the Court determines that the South Mountains should be
analyzed separately from the rest of the livestock grazing range,
the record supports the Commission's finding that grazing* still
occurred in this area.

Although the sheep camp in the South
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Mountains was discontinued in the late 1980!s "with the whole
herd/' animals still grazed the area.
42, 65-66.)

(Tr./Gillmore at 24-25,

Mr. Gillmore of Gillmore livestock testified that

"different bunches'' of sheep still grazed the area, but in a
significantly diminished way because of predatory dogs.
(Tr./Gillmore at 26-27.)

He likewise testified that cattle still

sometimes climbed these areas of the South Mountains.
(Tr./Gillmore at 31.)
The core of the County's argument is that Gillmore must
expose its livestock to predatory animals or Mayflower will lose
its agricultural tax status. The County repeatedly argues that
Gillmore Livestock used its best efforts to keep the sheep off
the Mountains.

This argument omits why Gillmore attempted to

keep its animals off the South Mountains.

The intent was not to

keep them from the South Mountain range land, but to keep them
from predatory animals.

Gillmore had first attempted to control

the dogs with the help of the County.
There is no doubt that Gillmore's livestock operation
satisfies the overarching intent of the Legislature in enacting
the Farmland Assessment Act.

*[T]he purpose of the FAA was to

benefit those individuals and entities that continued to use land
for agricultural purposes, particularly when the property was
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located near urban development. . . ."
(Utah 1993).

Judd. 846 P.2d at 1296-97

Contrary to this intent, the County asks that

Mayflower's agricultural treatment be revoked because predatory
dogs from the nearby Deer Valley subdivisions threatened
Gillmore's livestock and threatened grazing in the South
Mountains.
The County argues that *[i]n Bell Mountain, the Utah Supreme
Court dealt with a factual situation remarkably similar to the
instant case."

(County Opening Brief at 22-23.)

However, Bell

Mountain turned on the fact that u75 percent of the acreage
sought to be given preferential assessment is not grazed by the
cattle or access Tedl by them for watering, shelter,
purposes. . . ."

py any Other

819 P.2d at, 779 (emphasis added).

Different

from that case, the evidence in this case is that the livestock
do graze and access the land in diminished numbers.
Likewise, in Bell Mountain, the Court relied on the fact
that several hundred acres of the land "were not ever part of a
unit farm . . . ." JL&. (emphasis added).
here.

The opposite occurred

This land, together with Gillmore's land, functioned as

the summer livestock range for Gillmore Livestock.

The Court

should hold that this land constituted a single farm unit>
The fact that the livestock are kept from the area due to
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predatory animals, despite Gillmore's efforts to rehabilitate the
land, make this case a substantially more compelling one for
agricultural treatment under the Act than was Bell Mountain.
Gillmore sought help from the County to control the predatory
dogs, but the problem was beyond control.

(Tr./Gillmore at 75.)

As a matter of public policy, the Court should interpret the
agricultural use requirement to allow a farm to qualify for
assessment under the Act if it has made reasonable efforts to use
the land, but through no fault of its own is unable to do so.
Finally, the County argues that the Commission erred in
failing to make subsidiary findings related to the South
Mountains.

(County Opening Brief at 33.)

expose the weakness of this argument.

The facts of this case

Mr. Gillmore who ran the

livestock operation, was unable to provide this detailed
information, although he was able to describe the general use of
the Mayflower land as related to his grazing operation.
(Tr./Gillmore at 25-27.)

This case involves hundreds of animals,

with almost as many offspring, that wander several thousand acres
of mountainous terrain consisting of canyons, gullies, streambeds
and flats. The administrative result of this argument is that
sheepherders become obsolete, only to be replaced by accountants
who must monitor the number and type of animals, parcels of
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ground, and what each animal is consuming.

The Supreme Court in

Judd rejected this type of detailed parcel analysis in favor of a
farm unit analysis.

846 P.2d at 1296.

Likewise, both the majority and dissent in Bell Mountain
warned against analogous types of administrative requirements.
The majority warned: "A certain amount of liberality must be
indulged in if the legislative purpose and common sense are to
prevail."

819 P.2d at 779. The dissent warned: "But if the

Commission -must deduct from every parcel of land otherwise
eligible for the exemption the acreage that is not either devoted
to agriculture or a nonproductive area reasonably required for
the maintaining of land so devoted, then we have created
precisely the "staggering undertaking' for the assessor warned
against by the New Jersey court . . . By our construction, we act
as the Medes and the Persians, and we have created an absurdly
unadministerable law."

819 P.2d at 78-81.

Not even the County requires this type of information from
anyone when they apply agricultural assessment under the Act.
(Exhibits 102 & 103.)

The Court should not now impose this

requirement on Mayflower alone.
The Commission correctly found that Mayflower's property had
an agricultural use.

It meets all of the requirements under the
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1992 v e r s i o n of the Act

T h e County is unable to show that

Mayf] • Dwei ] acked ai L a g r i c u l t u r a l u s e or thau itb p r o p e r t y w a s
w i t h d r a w n from the p r o v i s i o n s of *:.
.... s ..mproper.
C.

~ sl

The (..""(>u.r t i .

Thus, a rollback tax
" "< mm\ ssi DII"1" S deci si on.

T h e C o m m i s s i o n P r o p e r l y F o u n d that M a y f l o w e r M e t the
A g r i c u l t u r a l U s e R e q u i r e m e n t s of the 1993 V e r s i o n of
the A c t .
•1 •

T h e 1! 9 93 Recp i:i rexnents of the A c t .

E f f e c t i v e J a n u a r y I, l ^ H , the A c t required:
(1) F o r general p r o p e r t y t a x p u r p o s e s , land
m a y b e assessed b a s e d on the v a l u e w h i c h the
land h a s for a g r i c u l t u r a l u s e if the land:
(a) is not less than five c o n t i g u o u s a c r e s
in area, except w h e r e devoted to a g r i c u l t u r a l
use in c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h o t h e r e l i g i b l e
acreage or as p r o v i d e d u n d e r S u b s e c t i o n ( 4 ) ;
(b) Is a c t i v e l y devoted to a g r i c u l t u r a l
u s e ; and
(c) has been actively devoted to
agricultural use for at least two successive
years immediately preceding the tax year in
issue.
U t a h Code Ai in

§ 5 9 2- 5 03 (2 996) (effective January 1, 1933) .

The

only significant change to this version of the Act: is that the
definition of "actively devoted t,o

.

'ulti n a] I lse"

is a defined

term that replaces the previous $l,www u. year production
requirement.
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"Actively devoted to agricultural use" is defined by statute
to mean "that the land produces in excess of 50% of the average
agricultural production per acres for the given type of land and
the given county or area."

Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-

503(2) (a) (1996) . These production levels are to be established
in the following way:
(b) For the purpose of determining production
levels for a given county or area and a given
type of land the first applicable of the
following established authorities -„shall be
used:
(i) production levels reported in the
current publication of the Utah Agricultural
Statistics;
(ii) current crop budgets developed and
published by Utah State University; and
(iii) other acceptable standards of
agricultural production designated by the
commission by rule adopted in accordance with
Title 63, Chapter 48a, Utah Administrative
Rulemaking Act.
Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-503(2) (b) (1996).
Mr. Denny Lytle, who manages the Property Tax Division's
oversight of these agricultural assessment laws, testified below
that the production levels were unpublished and therefore could
not be relied on.

(Tr./Lytle at 120.)

He testified that Utah

State University did not publish crop budgets related to grazing.
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(Tr./:-. : .

'

- ':-- •• *

--.gated a rule X o

interpret this statute.
In administering this statute, the Pror>p? •

,-. .

3

pub] i shed an interim guideline for production involving
1and.

(Tr./Ly11e at 122, Exhibit 1 1 ,)

categories

It estab1ishes
i 11 fements

i 1 ig

grazing
four
,

These

classifications are based on L ™ climate and site of the land
soil profile, and vegetative condition

(Tr/Lytle at 94 )

They

est at 1 :i si 1 how manj ' ar :i ma] 1 in :i t months 01 AUMs oi grazing that the
property c a n reasonably produce

:i 'Lytle ar 95, 99.) T h e

Mayflower land is classified *

I.

The published interim guideline establishes a .63 Animal
Unit Month production requirement for Graze II land.
11.)

(Exhibit

The i u 1 1 uw 111».,| A 1-1 a 11 *.• xamp I <• <J I \i\.iw 1.1 ie Pr ope ity T a x

Division's Graze II published interim guideline requirement would
function:
LEGAL REQUIREMENT
Parcel of Ground = 100 acres of Graze 11
Graze II = • .63 A I M (Animal Unit Months)
Greater than 50% production required
CALCUMTIQN
100 (acres) x .63 A U M (Graze II) = 64 AUMs required
64 AUMs x 50 (50% production requirement) = 32 Cows
(for one month)
(Compare w:i t h Exh i b i t 1 3 )
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If this Court declines to adopt the AUM standards
promulgated by the Property Tax Division in its interim
guideline, it should apply the plain language of the statute to
find that Mayflower satisfies the agricultural use requirement of
the Act.
Mayflower similarly agrees that the plain language of Utah
Code Ann. § 59-2-503(2) (a) establishes the standard by which this
Court may determine agricultural use.

(Mayflower Brief at 14-

15.)
Nonetheless, the Commission's decision is correct whether
this Court chooses to apply the AUM standards promulgated by the
Property Tax Division or the plain language of the Act to
determine agricultural use, as demonstrated below.

Therefore,

this Court should affirm the decision of the Commission.
2.

Application of the 1993 Amendments to Mayflower
Using AUM Requirements.

The Commission correctly found that Mayflower satisfied the
requirements of the Act.

It is undisputed that Mayflower's

property exceeds the requirement of five contiguous acres.
Mayflower also meets the two year use requirement.

Mr. Gillmore

testified below that Gillmore Livestock's operations on the land
were substantially the same for each year in question.
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(Tr.

Gillmore at 14-15, 3-

v

~- ' 4 0 . )

- ;

- - . 'img issue is

whether Mayflower's property was "actively devoted to
a g r i c u 11 u r a 1 u s e . "
Under the interim guideline established by the Property Tax
Division for Graze II land, Mayflower qualifies for agricultural
asst?\ssmen!

i I i I nieH" 9 Mi'l- of t h ^ A U M I pqu.u. ement

thai w a s

discussed in detail in the previous section of this brief.
The parties stipulated below that the acreage of the
Mayflower property was as l u n u w s :
North property
Soutl i Mai i

657.:" acres
.,

.*;

,

•-•,._

South Main without the Density Determination 1,495.11 acres
TOTAL

3,420.51 acres
••-•'- •-

The Commi ssi on s r o

- "*

'

. : . ••'"'•

are identical to these numbers
i.

..;ilmore testified that there were approximately

1,6 00

acres of Gillmore land contiguous to the Mayflower land.
(Tr./Gillmore at 68-69.)
growing crops

Forty acres of thi s land is used for

Using these totals, the Jainill used J in t fit; G i Ilmore

livestock operation would have been:
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Mayflower

3,420

Gillmore

1,560

IQI&L

4,980

The Commission found that the Gillmore livestock operation
consisted of 4,714 acres.

(R. 94.)

This number apparently comes

from Exhibit 119, which was presented late in the formal hearing
by Wasatch County.
acres.

Accordingly, there is a discrepancy of 266

The total should have been 4,980 acres.

However, this error does not alter the finding that
Mayflower satisfied the AUM requirement, as discussed below.
Appellate relief may only be granted if the aggrieved party can
''demonstrate how the agency's action has prejudiced it." Cache
County v. Tax Comm'n. 296 Utah Adv. Rep. 33, 39(filed August 9,
1996)(quoting Mountain Fuel Supply Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n.
861 P.2d 414, 423 (Utah 1993)); £££ also Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b16(4)(1993).
applied.

In other words, a harmless error standard is

Cache County. 296 Utah Adv. Rep. At 39.

Based on this discrepancy in the numbers, the County argues
that the Commission erroneously omitted the South Mountains from
this acreage calculation.

(County Opening Brief at 39-40.)

However, this is contrary to the stipulation between the parties
that was "executed in compromise of disputed claims concerning
36

the v a l u a t i o n and ac i eage s.iie ,:"f: petitioner' s propert
(R. 106 (emphasis added),)

"

Despite this clear language, the

County n o w argues that this stipulate 01 i deal t witl 1 ' v a] uatii on
only."

(County Opening Biiei ac ^

findings e x p r e s s l y rely :
The County

M V i *r •-

n.20.)

*•]"-'? stipulation
-=

The Commission's
(R

92-93.)

ssi c i i failed to

include a d d i t i o n a l land that w a s part of the livestock operation.
(County O p e n i n g Brief at ?a

^

T

h i s argument is unc e.

- ^ ;-

the port ions of the record referred to uy unc Cou**uy refei ^~
road and jeep trails,

Accordingly, it h a s failed *~c marshall

specific tarts in sui. . .

.. . -

'• ' - s i on ' s

findings are e r r o n e o u s .
Finally, the C o u n t y argues that the Commission should have
relied on testimony f, he County presented f i urn a m a p specialist
employed by W a s a t c h County.

(County O p e n i n g Brief at 34, 3 8-42.)

H o w e v e r , the record shows that the adn u i list2 ativ e ] a w judge
h e a r i n g the case felt that t h e County's m a p expert m i s u n d e r s t o o d
the t e s t i m o n y relied o n in c a l c u l a t i n g the a c r e a g e :
I w a s here, I h e a r d the testimony and I--I
have some c o n c e r n s about w h e t h e r M r . G i l l m o r e
a c t u a l l y intended to include e v e r y t h i n g vtith
those circles, I — I will e x p r e s s that; but
but I think it's at least admissible for
w h a t e v e r weight m a y be deemed to be given t ->
it, if any.
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(R. 200.)
Even the map expert admitted that his map was inaccurate for
purposes of taxation:

(R. 201.)

Q

(By Mr. Smay) Mr. Wood, if you were
asked to make drawing of, a generalized
drawing of where you had been during
your lifetime on this property in
relationship to the information which is
shown on 112, could you do it without
being given the monuments that are drawn
on 112?

A

It would depend what purpose that map
was going to be used for.

Q

If it were, for example, to tax you?

A

Then I would try to be much more
accurate.

Q

You would insist upon being shown the
underlying base and duration before you-you would attempt to draw such map?

A

Yes, sir.
The Court should reject the County's attempt to rely

on this testimony.
The Court should follow Cache County, supra. and hold that
the Commission's mathematical error relating to acreage is
harmless; the Commission's decision should be affirmed.
The County likewise challenges the Commission's AUM
findings.

The Commission's AUM finding is supported by
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substantial evidence.

The County alleges that the Commission

incorrectly relied on the County's presentation of Exhibit 119
that i
42-44.)

•,...-.

{County1 Opening Brief at

Based on the foundational testimony offered in support

of this. Exhibit

-i4"

h^^e been a hypothetical, but it was
v

based on

-

record.

The following

testimony was offered by the County's witness in presenting this
exhibit, late in the trial:
g

(By Mi. Dunbeck) Okay. ^•: ? ^ ;*^«^ the testimony
concerning the time period : :, which the animals
were grazing on the property?

A

I did. I didn't calculate those maximums, but it
looks like the sheep a maximum of two months in
the spring and two months in the fall; so four
months, max.

A

Looks like most of them were September and-through November; looks like three months would be
a max on, the cattle.
It win* | ri U"tv;ifit me to get my

caicuiator

out.

Q

You may.

w

First, 1 u .^ke you to assume that there's 4,714 acres
in use.
THE HEARING OFFICER: What was the i lumber c >f acres you

used?
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MR. DUNBECK:

4,714.

THE WITNESS:

4,718?

MR. DUNBECK:

14.

THE WITNESS:

Oh.

Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck) And that all the acreage is
classification two.

A

Okay.

Q

That there are 1,500 head of sheep, probably an
additional similar number of lambs grazing on the
property for four months.
Further assume that there are 175 head of cattle
grazing on the property for three months; and I think
that takes essentially the maximums of those numbers
that we were looking at before, does that look about
right?

(Tr./Lytle at 100-101.)
When this exhibit was offered, the following discussion
occurred:
MR. DUNBECK:

I've marked this as Exhibit 119 and I guess I
would move that it be admitted as
illustrative of his testimony.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Any objections to that?

MR. SMAY: We think it illustrative of the testimony, but we
do not, by agreeing to that, agree that the
underlying numbers or the underlying assumptions
are correct or even near correct.
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MR

DUNBECK;

Well, and- and we would not--we have
essentially taken the highest numbers, giving

them every benefit of the doubt, so we
wouldn't either, but we wanted to just
how it would work.
(Tr./Lytle at 106)(emphasis added).
1 1 i e t e s t i nt« : > ^

, > f f e r e d a L 1 1i H> I: o r m d ) i 11:• a i 11 "i y s u p p o r t s 1, J"J e

Commission's reliance on this exhibit.
The testimony offered by Mr. Gillmore was that 1,200 to
1

L: lh1

>

she^f qi a'^. ,i i |,,» a j e,i fo] : foi r:t m< :>nths

i

Gi 2 1 nic r e at .

:> testimony v, ,n f:hat five sheep account fci one

13, 54-56.
AUM.

(T:i

. y ..

.

. .. .:v;aec ^v

five, the ratio Used for sheep under the Division's guidelines,
the AUM total is 24 0 to 3 00
months
AUMs.

When this is multiplied by four

tl le gi az^ng time ul I lit- sheep,

Mn- i ut a 1 is l)bu U

ILilOO

The County incorrectly argues that the Commission's

reliance on l,50o sheep grazed is unsupported by substantial
testimony, and ihstead on] y re] i es on tl le COT nit::/} £ t hypothetical
Exhibit 119.

(County Opening Brief at 42-43 )

i g n o r e s p a g e s 1 s,

cJ(llj

S4 t(ll Q [

f1(

The testimony offered by Mi

Gl

However, this

j ] mo:i ,E /s test. i moi ly

Gillmore was less precise

relating to the iiumbers of cows grazed on the property, but the
ranqe of livewtot-k In: iesfj f:i ed wt ic on t lit
Commission's finding.

Mi

larnl supports 1 .3

Gillmore testified that cattle are
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brought onto the property in late August or September.
(Tr./Gillmore at 28.)

He testified that there were approximately

100 to 300 head of cattle, counting calves in this area.
(Tr./Gillmore at 28.)

Contained in this group would be 160 or

170 cows with approximately 130 calves.

(Tr./Gillmore at 29.)

He testified that from 1988 to 1992 he had over 200 head,
including calves, at the maximum time.

(Tr./Gillmore at 36-37.)

He also testified that at least six bulls would be with the cows
through the summer.

(Tr./Gillmore at 53.)

Multiplying the

maximum number of 170 cows and 6 bulls by four months grazed
derives a figure of 704 AUMs (680 cow AUMs and 24 Bull AUMs).
On cross-examination Mr. Gillmore testified that there were
multiple groups of cows on the property.

He testified that the

first group consisted of 50 cows, with calves, on the property
from late August through mid to late November.
57.)

(Tr./Gilmore at

Multiplying the maximum of 50 by the maximum months of

four, this group would contain 200 AUMs.
consisted of 80 cows with 70 calves.

The second group

(Tr./Gillmore at 58.)

They

are on the property from early October to mid to late November.
Multiplying 80 cows by two months accounts for 160 AUMs.

The

final group consisted of 30-40 cows without calves.
(Tr./Gillmore at 59-60.)

They are on the land during September
42
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(T t

G. i ] 1 n lor e at: 6 0 )

many as 80 A U M s .

Tl 1, i s AM; :>i i l d a c c o u n t fo i a s

T h e maximum AUMs offered during this cross

examination w a s 440
Based oi l Mr

G:l ] ] more's testimony relating io cattle, the

AUM's could be construed as fol lows:
(Direct Testimony
Sheep AUMs
Cattle AUMs

96 0 - 1?00
704
1664 • 19 04

(Cros s - Examd nat i on)
Sheep
^vw ^200
Cattle AUMs
440

Total hVWs

3 4 0C

Accordingly, the Commission's finding that the AUMs were 1725 is
supported by the record.
The c:i : i t :i ca

This finding should be sustained.

Question is whether the acreage amount of the

operation, 4,980, satisfies the minimum Graze XX AUM
reguirements

T" 1: ie M J I •"! c a 1 c u 1 at:Ioi i :i s a s < '< » I i < ™<=::

4,980 (acres) x ,63 (Graze II AUK,

3,13 7. ._ AUMs

3,137,40 AUMS x .50 (50% production requirement) = 1,568 70
The' total AITM" ,s discussed above fal 1 wi. t hin this minimum range.
The Commission's decision should be sustained.
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3.

In the Alternative, the Court Should Hold that
Mayflower Satisfies the Plain Language of the 1992
Amendments.

In the alternative to the AUM standard used by the Property
Tax Division, the Court should hold that Mayflower satisfied the
plain language of section 59-2-503(2) (a) that requires that the
"land produce[s] in excess of 50% of the average agricultural
production per acre."

Utah Code Ann. § 59-2-503(2) (a) (1996).

This Court "may affirm the judgment on any ground, even one not
relied upon by the [tribunal below]."

White v. Deseelhorst. 879

P.2d 1371, 1376 (Utah 1994) (quoted with approval in Cache
County, 296 Utah Adv. Rep. at 33).
Although section 503 establishes three sources Mf]or the
purpose of determining production levels for a given county or
area . . .," none of these sources are available to resolve this
case.

(Tr./Lytle at 118-21.)

In the absence of any of these

sources, the statute is sufficiently clear on its face for the
parties to rely on and this Court to apply.
Mayflower has satisfied the 50% average agricultural
production requirement under the Act as shown above in Part
1(B)(2).

Mr. Luke Gillmore testified that he had worked his

entire life in livestock production.

(Tr./Gillmore at 5r)

Gillmore Livestock Corporation's livestock operation is a
44

The

multicounty livestock breeding and grazing operation.
(Tr./Gillmore at 6,1
11 vesLock. opei at" 1on1
Counties.

Gillmore owns land that it uses in its
i n Sa 11. Lake , Siimmj t , Wasatch, and Tooele

(Tr./Gillmore at ; )

Accordingly, Mr

Gillmore is

experienced in 1ivestock grazing.
Mr.

Gillmore testified that given his experience as a

herdsman and familiarity with grazing property that the Mayflower
p r o p e r t y w a s n o t uijdei uL J 1 1 z e d f \ \ • in J ' ^ H I d r o u g h "11'93
(Tr./Gillmore at 39.)

He further testified that the property was

used at the full amount it was practical to use it.
(Tr./Gillmore at 3 c> . >

This inciudea CL±± 01 the Mayflower land.

(Tr./Gillmore at 40 4 2.)

Mr. Gillmore testified that the South

Mountains had not been practical t

use yj tui t he L-robleniF w.ith

recreation and predatory dogs, and accordingly i:;e.r use v>.,>
lower than it would otherwise have been.
42.)

(Tr./Gillmore a*- 41-

He test i f :I eel t h a t G:i 1 ] moa e ' s 1 and combined with Mayflower's

land was used at the statutory 50% capacity.

(Tr./Gillmore at

44-4 6. )
Based on this testimony, the Court should hold that
Mayflower meets the clear production requirements of the statute.
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CONCLUSION

Mayflower satisfies the agricultural use requirements of the
Farmland Assessment Act.

It's lessee, Gillmore, grazed

substantial numbers of cattle and sheep on the land.

This

grazing was only reduced in the South Mountains when predatory
dogs threatened the sheep herd.

The purpose behind the Farmland

Assessment Act was to protect farming operations from
encroachment by urban development.
within that purpose.
the record.

This case fits squarely

The Commission's decision is supported by

Accordingly, this Court should affirm it.

DATED this

/Ih &^ day of October, 1996

(l^CM^rd
C. McCARREY
istant Attorney General
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Addenda

Addendum A

REVENUE AND TAXATION
property, and assessment based thereon was in
violation of this section. Harmer v. State Tax
Comm'n, 22 Utah 2d 324, 452 P.2d 876 (1969).
Cited in Salt Lake County v. Tax Comm'n
ex rel. Utah Transit Auth., 780 P.2d 1231

Art. XIII, § 3

(Utah 1989); Salt Lake County ex rel. County
Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n ex
Kennecott Corp., 779 P.2d 1131 (Utah
rel.
1989).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. — Note, Financing
AXJEL — Oil and gas royalty as real or perModernized and Unmodernized Local Govern- sonal property, 56 A.L.R.4th 539.
ment in the Age of Aquarius, 1971 Utah L.
Property tax: effect of tax-exempt lessor's re*tey» 30.
versionary interest on valuation of nonexempt
Housing in Salt Lake County — A Place to lessee's interest, 57 A.L.R.4th 950.
Live for the Poor? 1972 Utah L. Rev 193.
Exemption from real-property taxation of
Bngham Young Law Review. — A Munic- residential facilities maintained by hospital for
Unity's Interest in an Electrical Power Cfcner- vMea^
^
o r o t h e r 8 , 6 1 A.L.R.4th 1105.
atmg Facihty: Some Tax Considerations, 1979
^ ^
0 f federal court's ordering state or
Am.' Jur. &L - 71 Am. Jur. 2d State and
Local Taxation §§ 194 et seq., 307 et seq.
OJ.S. - 84 CJJS. Taxation §§ 52, 57 et
seq., 215 et seq.

local

d v i l right8 de
*£ j ~ " *
*****
"
**!?' 76 A.LK. *ea. 504
Key Numbers. - Taxation •» 49,57 et seq.,
191 et
***•

Sec. 3. [Assessment and taxation of tangible property —
Livestock — Land used for agricultural purposes.]
(1) The Legislature shall provide by law a uniform and equal rate of assessment on all tangible property in the state, according to its value in money,
except as otherwise provided in Section 2 of this Article. The Legislature shall
prescribe by law such provisions as shall secure a just valuation for taxation
of such property, so that every person and corporation shall pay a tax in
proportion to the value of his, her, or its tangible property, provided that the
Legislature may determine the manner and extent of taxing livestock.
(2) Land used for agricultural purposes may, as the Legislature prescribes,
be assessed according to its value for agricultural use without regard to the
value it may have for other purposes.
History: Const 1896; Nov. 6,1900; Nov. 6,
1906; L. 1930 (S.S.), S.J.R. 2; 1946 (1st S.S.),
H.J.R. 2; 1967, &J.R. 2; 1982, S.J.R. 3.
Compiler's Notes. — The 1979 proposed
amendment of this section by House Joint Res-

olution No. 23 was repealed and withdrawn by
Senate Joint Resolution No. 6, Laws 1980.
Cross-References. — Uniform School
Fund, taxes allocated to, § 53A-16-101.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS
In general.
"According to value in money" construed.
Charitable association.
Co-operative corporation property.
County clerks probate fees.
County improvement district contingent tax.
Disparity in state and county assessment.
Double taxation.
Drainage assessments.

Occupation and license taxes.
Remission of taxes of indigent or insane persons.
Road poll taxes.
Roll-back of assessed value.
Special assessments.
State property.
Telephone license tax.
Uniformity and equality.
Utility rates.
Cited.
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59-2-407. Administration of uniform fee.
(1) The uniform fee authorized in Sections 59-2-404 and 59-2-405 shall be
assessed at the same time and in the same manner as ad valorem personal
property taxes under Title 59, Chapter 2, Part 13, except that in listing personal property subject to the uniform fee with real property as permitted by
Section 59-2-1302, the assessor shall list only the amount of the imiform fee
due, and not the taxable value of the property subject to the uniform fee.
(2) The remedies for nonpayment of the uniform fees authorized by Sections
59-2-404 and 59-2-405 shall be the same as those provided in Title 59, Chapter
2, Part 13, for nonpayment of ad valorem personal property taxes.
History: C. 1953, 59-2-407, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 263, § 8; 1992, ch. 236, § 2.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective April 27,1992, deleted "and collected" after "assessed" near the beginning of
Subsection (1) and deleted "or tax" after "fee"
and substituted "uniform" for "in lieu" several
times throughout the section.

Effective Dates. — Laws 1991, ch. 263, § 7
became effective on April 29,1991, pursuant to
Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25.
" Retrospective Operation. — Laws 1991,
&. 263, § 11 provides: T h i s act has retrospec^ye operation for taxable years beginning on
o r g ^ y January \ X991»

PART 5
FARMLAND ASSESSMENT ACT
59-2-501. Short title.
This part is known as the "Farmland Assessment Act."
History: C. 1953, 69-5-86, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 180, $ 1; renumbered by L. 1987,
ch. 4, § 103.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. — Preserving Utah's
Open Spaces, 1973 Utah L. Rev. 164.

C.J.S. — 84 CJ.S. Taxation § 411.
Key Numbers. —j Taxation *» 348.

59-2-502. Definitions [Effective until January 1, 1993].
As used in this part:
(1) "Land in agricultural use" means:
(a) land devoted to the raising of useful plants and animals, such
as:
(i) forages and sod crops;
(ii) grains and feed crops;
(iii) livestock as defined in Section 59-2-102;
(iv) trees and fruits; or
(v) vegetables, nursery, floral, and ornamental stock; or
(b) land devoted to and meeting the requirements *and qualifications for payments or other compensation under a crop-land retirement program with an agency of the state or federal government.
(2) "Roll-back" means the period preceding the withdrawal of the land
from the provisions of this part or the change in use of the land, not to
93
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exceed five years, during which the land is valued, assessed, and taxed
under this part.

Definitions [Effective January 1, 1993].
As used in this part*
(1) "Land in agricultural use" means:
(a) land devoted to the raising of useful plants and animals with a
reasonable expectation of profit, including:
(i) forages and sod crops;
(ii) grains and feed crops;
(iii) livestock as defined in Section 59-2-102;
(iv) trees and fruits; or
(v) vegetables, nursery, floral, and ornamental stock; or
(b) land devoted to and meeting the requirements and qualifications for payments or other compensation under a crop-land retirement program with an agency of the state or federal government.
(2) "Platted" means land in which:
(a) parcels of ground are laid out and mapped by their boundaries,
cdurse, and extent; and
(b) the governing body of the city, town, or county has approved
the plat as provided in Section 10-9-805 or 17-27-805.
(3) "Rollback" means the period preceding the withdrawal of the land
from the provisions of this part or the change in use of the land, not to
exceed five years, during which the land is valued, assessed, and taxed
under this part.
History: C. 1953, 59-5-88, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 180, § 3; renumbered by L. 1987,
ch. 4, § 104; 1988, ch. 3, $ 102; 1992, ch. 235,
§ 1.
Amended effective January 1, 1993. —
Laws 1992, ch. 235 amends this section; § 6 of
the act provides: T h i s act takes effect for taxable years beginning on or after January 1,
1993."
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amendment, effective February 9, 1988, substituted

"Section 59-2-102" for "Subsection 59-2-102(8)
(d)M in Subsection (l)(a)(iii).
The 1992 amendment, effective January 1,
1993, substituted "with a reasonable expectation of profit, including" for "such as" in Subsection (l)(a), added Subsection (2), and redesignated former Subsection (2) as Subsection
(3).
Retrospective Operation. — Laws 1988,
ch. 3, § 269 provides that the act has retrospective operation to January 1, 1988.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

"Devoted."
Incidental or secondary use.
Lease for buffer zone and for agriculture.
"Devoted."
The word "devoted" does not require exclusive use. Land may be actively devoted to multiple purposes. Salt Lake County ex rel.
County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax
Comm'n ex rel. Kennecott Corp., 779 P.2d 1131
(Utah 1989).
Incidental or secondary use.
The fact that land is held primarily for resi-
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dential development and that the grazing of
cattle thereon is an incidental and secondary
use does not disqualify the land from assessment under the Farmland Assessment Act so
long as the acreage, income, and other statutory requirements are met. The purpose of the
act is to allow land which has become valuable
for a nonagricultural use to be assessed as agricultural land as long as agricultural activity
is actually carried on and the minimum qualifying requirements of the act are satisfied. Salt
Lake County ex rel. County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n, 819 P.2d 776 (Utah
1991).
Where as much as 75 percent of the acreage

PROPERTY TAX ACT
sought to be given preferential assessment was
not used for grazing, watering, shelter, or any
other purposes, the acreage was not reasonably
required for the purpose of maintaining the
land actually grazed, nor did it in any way support the activity on that land, it could not be
successfully maintained that such acreage was
in agricultural use. Salt Lake County ex rel.
County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax
Comm'n, 819 P.2d 776 (Utah 1991).

59-2-503

Lease for buffer cone and for agriculture.
Property leased to a corporation for a buffer
zone around its manufacturing plant and simultaneously leased to other lessees for grazing and the growing of wheat was eligible for
the preferential tax treatment afforded agricultural land by the Farmland Assessment
Act. Salt Lake County ex rel. County Bd. of
Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n ex rel.
Kennecott Corp., 779 P.2d 1131 (Utah 1989).

59-2-503. Qualifications for agricultural use valuation [Effective until January 1, 1993].
(1) For general property tax purposes, the value of land under this part is
the value which the land has for agricultural use if the land:
(a) is not less than five contiguous acres in area, except where devoted
to agricultural use in conjunction with other eligible acreage or as provided under Subsection (3);
(b) has a gross income from agricultural use, not including rental income, of at least $1000 per year;
(c) is actively devoted to agricultural use; and
(d) has been devoted to agricultural use for at least two successive
years immediately preceding the tax year in issue.
(2) Land which (a) is subject to the privilege tax imposed by Section
59-4-101, (b) is owned by the state or any of its political subdivisions, and (c)
meets the requirements of Subsection (1), is eligible for assessment based on
its agricultural value.
(3) The commission may grant a waiver of the acreage limitation, upon
appeal by the owner and submission of proof that 80% or more of the owner's,
purchaser's, or lessee's income is derived from agricultural products produced
on the property in question.
(4) (a) The commission may grant a waiver of the income limitation for the
tax year in issue, upon appeal by the owner and submission of proof that
the land was valued on the basis of agricultural use for at least two years
immediately preceding that tax year, and that tbk failure to meet the
income requirements for that tax year was due to no fault or act of the
owner, purchaser, or lessee.
(b) As used in this section, "fault" does not include the intentional
planting of crops or trees which, because of the maturation period, do not
give the owner, purchaser, or lessee a reasonable opportunity to satisfy
the income requirement.

Qualifications for agricultural use valuation
[Effective January 1, 1993].
(1) For general property tax purposes, land may be assessed based on the
value which the land has for agricultural use if the land:
(a) is not less than five contiguous acres in area, except where devoted
to agricultural use in conjunction with other eligible acreage or as provided under Subsection (4);
(b) is actively devoted to agricultural use; and
95
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(c) has been actively devoted to agricultural use for at least two successive years immediately preceding the tax year in issue.
(2) (a) For the purpose of Subsection (1), "actively devoted to agricultural
use" means that the land produces in excess of 50% of the average agricultural production per acre for the given type of land and the given
county or area.
(b) For* the purpose of determining production levels for a given county
or area and a given type of land the first applicable of the following
established authorities shall be used:
(i) production levels reported in the current publication of the
Utah Agricultural Statistics;
(ii) current crop budgets developed and published by Utah State
University; and
(iii) other acceptable standards of agricultural production designated by the commission by rule adopted in accordance with Title 63,
Chapter 46a, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act.
(3) Land may also be assessed based on its agricultural value if the land is:
(a) subject to the privilege tax imposed by Section 59-4-101;
(b) owned bf the state or any of its political subdivisions; and
(c) meets the requirements of Subsection (1).
(4) The commission may grant a waiver of the acreage limitation upon
appeal by the owner and submission of proof that 80% or more of the owner's,
purchaser's, or lessee's income is derived from agricultural products produced
on the property in question.
(5) The commission may grant a waiver of the agricultural production requirements for the tax year in issue upon appeal by the owner and submission
of proof that:
(a) the land was valued on the basis of agricultural use for at least two
years immediately preceding that tax year; and
(b) the failure to meet the agricultural production requirements for
that tax year was due to no fault or act of the owner, purchaser, or lessee.
(6) As used in Subsection (5)(b), "fault" does not include any of the following:
(a) intentional planting of crops or trees which, because of the maturation period do not give the owner, purchaser, or lessee a reasonable opportunity to satisfy the production level requirement; or
(b) implementation of a bona-fide range improvement program, crop
rotation program, or other similar accepted cultural practices which do
not give the owner, purchase^ or lessee a reasonable opportunity to satisfy the production level requirement.
History: C 1953, 59-5-87, enacted by L. paragraph in Subsection (1); substituted "Sub1969, ch. 180, § 2 ; L 1973, ch. 137, § 1; 1975, section (4)" for "Subsection (3)" in Subsection
ch. 174, § 1; renumbered by L. 1987, ch. 4, (l)(a); deleted former Subsection (1Kb), requir§ 105; 1992, ch. 235, § 2.
ing a minimum gross income from agricultural
Amended effective January 1, 1993. — use, and redesignated former Subsections (l)(c)
Laws 1992, ch. 235 amends this section; § 6 of and (d) as (l)(b) and (c); inserted "actively" in
the act provides: "This act takes effect for tax- Subsection (lXc); added Subsection (2), redesigable years beginning on or after January 1, nating the following subsections accordingly;
1993."
in Subsection (5), deleted an (a) designation
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amend- from the beginning, inserted the present desigment, effective January 1, 1993, substituted nations, substituted "agricultural production
"land may be assessed based on" for "the value requirements" for "income limitation" and "inof land under this part is" in the introductory come requirements," respectively, and deleted
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(6) If the county elects not to collect the uniform fee and the Title 41 fees, the
commission shall:
(a) collect the uniform fee and Title 41 fees in each county or regional
center as negotiated by the counties with the commission in accordance
with the requirements of this section; and
(b) provide information to the county in a format and media consistent
with the county's requirements.
(7) This section shall not limit the authority given to the county in Section
59-2-1302.
History: C. 1953, 59-2-406, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 263, S 7; 1992, ch. 236, S 1; 1995,
ch. 28, { 57; 1995, ch. 99, ( 1.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, rewrote the
section to such an extent that a detailed analy*
sis is impracticable.
The 1995 amendment by ch. 28, effective May
1,1995, substituted "63-38-3.2" for "63-38-3" in
Subsection (3).

The 1995 amendment by ch. 99, effective
January 1, 1996, in Subsection (lXa), deleted
references to past dates for entering a contract
and its taking effect, and deleted former Subsection (lXbXiii), providing for the county's
collection of the uniform fee and renewal of
registration fees, making related changes.
This section is set out as reconciled by the
Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel.

59-2-407. Administration of uniform fee.
(1) The uniform fee authorized in Sections 59-2-404 and 59-2-405, excluding
Subsection 59-2-405(4), shall be assessed at the same time and in the same
manner as ad valorem personal property taxes under Title 59, Chapter 2, Part
13, Collection of Taxes, except that in listing personal property subject to the
uniform fee with real property as permitted by Section 59-2-1302, the assessor
shall list only the amount of the uniform fee due, and not the taxable value of
the property subject to the uniform fee.
(2) The remedies for nonpayment of the uniform fees authorized by Sections
59-2-404 and 59-2-405 shall be the same as those provided in Title 59, Chapter
2, Part 13, for nonpayment of ad valorem personal property taxes.
History: C. 1953, 59-2-407, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 263, $ 8; 1992, ch. 236, § 2; 1995,
ch. 339, 8 3.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective April 27, 1992, deleted "and
coUected" after "assessed" near the beginning of
Subsection (1) and deleted "or tax" after "fee"

and substituted "uniform" for "in lieu" several
times throughout the section.
The 1995 amendment, effective July 1,1995,
added "excluding Subsection 59-2-405(4)* and
made related and stylistic changes in Subsection (1)

PART 5
FARMLAND ASSESSMENT ACT
59-2-501. Short title.
This part is known as the "Farmland Assessment Act.*
History: C. 1953, 59-5-86, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 180, S 1; renumbered by L. 1987,
ch. 4, ( 103.
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. — Preserving Utah's
Open Spaces, 1973 Utah L. Rev. 164.

C.J.S. — 84 C.J.S. Taxation § 411.
Key Numbers. - Taxation •=» 348.

59-2-502. Definitions.
As used in this part:
(1) "Land in agricultural use" means:
(a) land devoted to the raising of useful plants and animals with a
reasonable expectation of profit, including:
(i) forages and sod crops;
(ii) grains and feed crops;
(iii) livestock as defined in Section 59-2-102;
(iv) trees and fruits; or
(v) vegetables, nursery, floral, and ornamental stock; or
(b) land devoted to and meeting the requirements and qualifications for payments or other compensation under a crop-land retirement program with an agency of the state or federal government.
(2) "Platted" means land in which:
(a) parcels of ground are laid out and mapped by their boundaries,
course, and extent; and
(b) the governing body of the city, town, or county has approved the
plat as provided in Section 10-9-805 or 17-27-805.
(3) "Rollback" means the period preceding the withdrawal of the land
from the provisions of this part or the change in use of the land, not to
exceed five years, during which the land is valued, assessed, and taxed
under this part.
History. C. 1953, 59-5-88, enacted by L.
1969, ch, 180, S 3; renumbered by L. 1987,
e d 4, S 104; 1988, ch. 3, fi 102; 1992, ch. 235,
9 1.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amend-

ment, effective January 1, 1993, substituted
"with a reasonable expectation of profit, including* for "such as" in Subsection dXa); added
Subsection (2), and redesignated former Subsection (2) as Subsection (3).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS
m^

n

"Devoted.
Incidental or secondary use.
Lease for buffer zone and for agriculture.
^Devoted."
The word -devoted" does not require exclusive use. Land may be activelydevoted to
multiple purposes. Salt Lake County ex rel.
County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tfex
Common ex rel. Kennecott Corp., 779 P.2d 1131
(Utah 1989).
Incidental or secondary use.
The fact that land is held primarily for residential development and that the grazing of
cattle thereon is an incidental and secondary
use does not disqualify the land from assessment under the Farmland Assessment Act so
long as the acreage, income, and other statu-

tory requirements are met. The purpose of the
act is to allow land which has become valuable
for a nonagricultural use to be assessed as
agricultural land as long as agricultural activi t y ^ ac tually carried on and the minimum
qualifying requirements of the act are satisfied.
?alt Lake County ex rel. County Bd. of Equal£* ta ™ * ? t e t e TBX C o m m n > 8 1 9 R 2 d 7 7 6
<u*?r1991)'
,
„m
x -A,
Where as much as 75 percent of the acreage
8<m lt
* *f }* S* ven preferential assessment was
n o t use<
* *° r P*2^* watering, shelter, or any
other purposes, the acreage was not reasonably
required for the purpose of maintaining the
land actually grazed, nor did it in any way
support the activity on that land, it could not be
successfully maintained that such acreage was
in agricultural use. Salt Lake County ex rel
County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax
Comm'n, 819 P.2d 776 (Utah 1991).
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PROPERTY TAX ACT
Lease for buffer sone and for agriculture,
Property leased to a corporation for a buffer
zone around its manufacturing plant and simultaneously leased to other lessees for grazing and the growing of wheat was eligible for

59-2-503

the preferential tax treatment afforded agricultural land by the Farmland Assessment Act.
Salt Lake County ex rel. County Bd. of Equalization v. State Tax Comm'n ex rel. Kennecott
Corp., 779 R2d 1131 (Utah 1989).

59-2-503. Qualifications for agricultural use valuation.
(1) For general property tax purposes, land may be assessed based on the
value which the land has for agricultural use if the land:
(a) is not less than five contiguous acres in area, except where devoted
to agricultural use in conjunction with other eligible acreage or as
provided under Subsection (4);
(b) is actively devoted to agricultural use; and
(c) has been actively devoted to agricultural use for at least two
successive years immediately preceding the tax year in issue.
(2) (a) For the purpose of Subsection (1), "actively devoted to agricultural
use" means that the land produces in -excess of 50% of the average
agricultural production per acre for the given type of land and the given
county or area.
(b) For the purpose of determining production levels for a given county
or area and a given type of land the first applicable of the following
established authorities shall be used:
(i) production levels reported in the current publication of the Utah
Agricultural Statistics;
(ii) current crop budgets developed and published by Utah State
University; and
(iii) other acceptable standards of agricultural production designated by the commission by rule adopted in accordance with Title 63,
Chapter 46a, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act.
(3) Land may also be assessed based on its agricultural value if the land is:
(a) subject to the privilege tax imposed by Section 59-4-101;
(b) owned by the state or any of its political subdivisions; and
(c) meets the requirements of Subsection (1).
(4) The commission may grant a waiver of the acreage limitation upon
appeal by the owner and submission of proof that 80% or more of the owner's,
purchaser's, or lessee's income is derived from agricultural products produced
on the property in question.
(5) The commission may grant a waiver of the agricultural production
requirements for the tax year in issue upon appeal by the owner and
submission of proof that:
(a) the land was valued on the basis of agricultural use for at least two
years immediately preceding that tax year; and
(b) the failure to meet the agricultural production requirements for that
tax year was due to no fault or act of the owner, purchaser, or lessee.
(6) As used in Subsection (5Xb), "fault" does not include any of the following:
(a) intentional planting of crops or trees which, because of the maturation period do not give the owner, purchaser, or lessee a reasonable
opportunity to satisfy the production level requirement; or
(b) implementation of a bona-fide range improvement program, crop
rotation program, or other similar accepted cultural practices* which do not
give the owner, purchaser, or lessee a reasonable opportunity to satisfy the
production level requirement.
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59-2-504

REVENUE AND TAXATION

History: C. 1953, 59-5-87, enacted by L. use, and redesignated former Subsections dXc)
1969, ch. 180, $ 2; L. 1973, ch, 137, § 1; 1975, and (d> as (lXb) and (c); inserted "actively" in
ch. 174, $ 1; renumbered by L. 1987, ch. 4, Subsection dXc); added Subsection (2), redes9 105; 1992, ch. 235, S 2.
ignatdng the following subsections accordingly;
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amend- in Subsection (5), deleted an (a) designation
ment, effective January 1, 1993, substituted from the beginning, inserted the present desig"land may be assessed based on" for "the value nations, substituted "agricultural production
of land under tiris part is" in the introductory requirements* for "income limitation" and "inparagraph in Subsection (1); substituted "Sub- come requirements," respectively, and deleted
section (4)* for "Subsection (3)" in Subsection former Subsection (5Xb), adding similar provi(lXa); deleted former Subsection (lXb), requir- sions as new Subsection (6); and made stylistic
ing a minimum gross income from agricultural changes throughout.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Sale for residential use.
Property qualified for assessment under the
Farmland Assessment Act because the land
was still actively devoted to agricultural use,
although that property had been subdivided,
platted, and offered for sale as residential

building lots, some of which were sold. Board of
Equalization v. State, 846 P.2d 1292 (Utah
1993) (decided before the 1992 amendment to
the Act excluding platted subdivisions or
planned unit developments from designation as
agricultural use).

59-2-504. Exclusions from designation as agricultural
use*
Land shall not be classified as agricultural land actively devoted to agricultural use if the land is:
(1) part of a platted subdivision or planned unit development, with
restrictions prohibiting its use for agricultural purposes with surface
improvements in place, whether within or without a city;
(2) platted with surface improvements in place that are not an integral
part of agricultural use; or
(3) if land has been platted with surface improvements in place, and if
the land has been removed from the farmland assessment rolls, and if the
owner is not able to transfer title to the platted property, or continue
development of the platted property due to economic circumstances, or
some other reasonable cause, the owner may petition the county assessor
for reinstatement under the farmland assessment act for assessment
purposes as land in agricultural use without vacating the subdivision
platt. The county assessor may grant the petition for reinstatement if the
land meets all other agricultural production requirements under this
section.
(4) For purposes of this section, "platted with surface improvements in
place" means any of the following surface improvements are in place: curb,
gutter, or pavement.
History: C. 1953, 59-2-504, enacted by L.
1992, ch. 235, $ 3.
Repeals and Reenactmenta, — Laws
1992, ch. 235, § 3 repeals former § 59-2-504, as
last amended by L. 1987, ch. 4, § 106, relating

to application requirements and changes in
land use or withdrawal of land, and enacts the
present section, effective for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1993.
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Addendum B

1

EDWARD L. GILLMORE, JR.,

2

called as a witness by and on behalf of the petitioners in

3

this matter, after having been previously duly sworn, was

4

examined and testified as follows:

5
6
7
8

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. SMAY:
Q

Mr. Gillmore, if you would, please, would you give

us your full and correct name?

9

A

Edward L. Gillmore, Jr.

10

Q

And the L. is for?

11

A

Leslie.

12

Q

And you are called Luke because?

13

A

Nickname my dad gave me.

14

Q

But you are the Luke Gillmore to whom we have been

15

referring earlier in the matter?

16

A

Yes.

17

Q

Tell us where you live, Mr. Gillmore.

18

A

617 East 1650 South, Bountiful.

19

Q

And what is your occupation?

20

A

Livestock producer.

21

Q

How long have you been occupied in the production of

22

livestock?

23

A

All my life.

24

Q

When you say livestock, what sort of animals are you

25

referring to?

6
A

Range cattle and sheep and horses.

Q

How did you come into that profession?

A

From my father; he was the same.

Q

And how did he get into the profession?

A

The same; from my grandfather.

Q

How far back in your family does that profession

extend?
A

Since back into the 1800fs.

Q

And when you say livestock production, give us an

idea of what you do on a--well, perhaps we ought to just start
on a yearly basis.

Give us, as concisely as you can, what

your business comprises for the year.
A

A range livestock operation, we--the livestock are

out on the desert country in the wintertime, and then moved
into the--in our operation, we move the stock into the Salt
Lake County here in the early springtime for lambing and
calving and then after that, the--in the later spring, they're
moved up into Summit and Wasatch Counties for the summer
grazing.
Q

All right.

Summer grazing extends to when--

A

May--

Q

--in your use of the term?

A

May through November.

Q

There's been mentioned earlier the Gillmore

Livestock Company; would you tell us what that is?
Associated Professional Reporters - (801) 322-3441

1

A

Yeah.

2

Q

And what does it do?

3

A

Produces cattle, range cattle and sheep.

4

Q

And what is your relationship to it?

5

A

I'm an officer in the corporation.

6

Q

All right.

7

10
11
12

It's Gillmore Livestock Corporation, yes.

Are there others involved in Gillmore

Livestock Corporation?
A

Yes.

Q

Who are they?

A

My stepmother and my brother are both--also

officers.
Q

There's been testimony earlier about leased land

13

used by Gillmore Livestock Company; does Gillmore own land of

14

its own which it uses in livestock production?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Where is that?

17

A

In Salt Lake and Summit and Wasatch and Tooele

18

Counties.

19

Q

Let me get one of the drawings down that we've been

20

using.

Let me just ask you to familiarize yourself with that

21

for a moment, and that's Exhibit 2, we've marked earlier in

22

the matter, and see if you can tell me what--what country that

23

represents?

24

A

25

That represents the property that we lease from the

Mayflower and it also has some property that we own in fee

8
that's contiguous to it.
Q

All right.

On the roughly right-hand, upper right-

hand corner, this drawing there is as parcel marked Mayflower
North Properties; do you recognize that property?
A

Yes.

Q

When you indicated a moment ago there is nearby land

which the Gillmores own in fee, can you tell me where that
might be on this drawing?
A

Yes.

It's to the west of that property in Section

12.
(Tape change - some proceedings not recorded.)
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

--12?

A

Yes.

Q

Is there other Gillmore property in the vicinity?

A

Yes. My uncle owns property in this Clark Ranch

area also.
Q

And is your uncle's property--well, perhaps I ought

to ask you to give us your uncle's name?
A

Charles F. Gillmore, Jr.

Q

And is your uncle's property used in the grazing

operation as well?
A

Yes.

Q

About how many acres is that?

A

It's the same; 200 approximately.

Q

So, are we talking then about an aggregate of 400 or
Associated Professional ReDorters - (801) 322-"344i

1

simply one 200-acre parcel we're talking about?

2

A

Well, there's another Gillmore, also.

3

Q

Okay.

4

A

There's a--approxi--in the Clark Ranch, the

5
6
7

Gillmores own approximately 800 acres.
Q

And is all of that used in the livestock operation

that we've discussed earlier?

8

A

Yes.

9

Q

Other than that acreage, is tliere other Gillmore

10

acreage in this vicinity which is used in the livestock

11

operation?

12

A

Yes.

13

Q

And how much is in Section 6?

14

A

Approximately a hundred acres.

15

Q

Are there other Gillmore leaseholds in that

16
17
18
19
20
21

In Section 6 in Wasatch County.

vicinity, property that you lease from other owners?
A

Again, yes, my uncle owns 100 acres there,

approximately, that we lease.
Q

All right.

Besides your uncle's property, any

further leaseholds?
A

Oh, we have a--on this Section 6, there's a piece

22

there that we have the—that's contiguous with this oorth

23

Mayflower property that's—the Gillmores have the grazing

24

rights by deed, but they don't own the surface.

25

rights reserved by deed.

Grazing

10
Q

Oh, I see, all right. And how much property is

there?
A

About a hundred acres, I believe.

Q

Now, does that property have any particular

designation?
A

Yeah.

It's the Fosten(?), where the old Fosten

plant used to be.
Q

The old phosphate plant that (inaudible) I

understand?
A

That's correct.

Q

In addition to those you've just described, any

other acreage in that vicinity which is used by the Gillmores
for grazing?
A

Well, in the Park City area, yes, there's other

properties in 2, Section 2 and 34 and 3 and I believe it's 35.
Q

Are they contiguous in any way to the Mayflower

properties or the other Gillmore properties you described
earlier?
A

Well, contiguous in the sense that we use it all in

our operation and the livestock are moved back and forth from
one property to the other.
Q

Okay.

Tell me about how much there is over in the

Park City area.
A

Excuse me?

Q

My question was, you were describing some property
Associated Professional Reporters - (801) 322-3441

11
1

in the Park City area; could you tell me how much of that

2

there is?

3

A

4

7 I

There!s probably another 500 acres of

Q

And is all that used in the--

A

Yes.

Q

--grazing operation?

8

10

Yeah.

property that we own, ourselves.

5 J

9

I believe you said in Section 2 and 3 and—

Any other leaseholds or other acquisitions in that
area that you use for purposes of the Gillmore Livestock
grazing operation?

11

A

Well, my uncle, estate has other property there,

13

Q

And where is that?

14

A

In these same sections; 2 and 35 and--

15

Q

The total additional acreage?

16

A

It would again be the same; probably another

12

17
18

too.

approximately 500 acres.
Q

Okay.

Now, do the Gillmores have grazing ranges in

19

other areas besides those in Park City and Wasatch County that

20

you just described?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

And where are those at?

23

A

This--Echo Canyon, this is approximately five miles

24
25

In Chalk Creek and Echo Canyon and--

east of Echo Junction on the north side of the canyon.
Q

Okay.

12
1

A

There's some--we take cattle up there in the summer

2

and then Chalk Creek, we--is approximately 15 miles east of

3

Coalville, we take cattle and sheep, both, up there, and over

4

on the Weber side.

5

Q

What times of the year does Gillmore Livestock use

6

the Mayflower properties as they're shown on the exhibit

7

before you?

8

A

Between May and November, periodically.

9

Q

Where are your animals prior to--after November and

10

prior to May?

11

A

They're in Salt Lake and Tooele Counties.

12

Q

When you move animals--I presume that's May to

13

November period, or November to May period is the winter

14

range?

15
16

Yes.
Q

Correct?

When you move animals off the winter range

17

up to the Mayflower property, tell me what--what is it that

18

necessitates that move or that makes that an appropriate

19

movement of the animals?

20

A

The change in the seasons; in the springtime at out

21

here what we call the flat, out here by the airport, the--

22

depending on the--the year, the grass, cheat grass ai}d other

23

feed dries up usually in--some time in May and that

24

necessitates the--when we start moving usually up into these

25

mountain pastures.
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13
1
2

Q

All right.

In May, when you begin moving, what sort

of animals do you move?

3

A

Ewes and lambs or cows and calves.

4

Q

Tell me how many--with respect to season, tell me

5

how many you move into the Mayflower property and where you

6

put them.

7

A

We run approximately, oh, between 12 and 1,500 ewes

8

and their lambs in this area, generally starting after the

9

middle of May, towards the end of June, and then they graze

10

this--the sheep have grazed this area for, oh, usually

11

approximately two months and then we've moved them up to the

12

summer range.

13

Q

Let me go back to the testimony you gave earlier

14

about when you began this business; has the operation differed

15

significantly over your lifetime?

16

speaking of, moving them up, for example, from Salt Lake and

17

the cheat grass range on to the--the upper properties you've

18

just described; has that differed significantly over the

19

course of your lifetime?

And the operation I'm

20

A

No.

21

Q

And when I say differed significantly, I mean as to

22
23

the number of animals, for example?
A

No.

Gillmore Livestock Corporation has, in my

24

entire lifetime, has run approximately the same number of

25

stock.

14
1 I

Q

I take it that this is done seasonally, year after

2

year, whenever the season makes it appropriate to make the

3

move you've just described?

4

A

Yes.

5

Q

When you bring the animals up from Salt Lake County,

6

do you begin putting them on at one particular point on these

7

upper Summit County and Wasatch County ranges?

8

A

There hasn't been any designated point over the

9

years that we've stocked--there's--or in other words, there's

10

been a number of different areas where we've unloaded them on

11 to-12

Q

Give us an idea where those may have been.

13

A

Well, the Clark Ranch would be one.

There's been

14

three or four different areas on the Mayflower that we've

15

unloaded stock on to.

16

Q

Now, you're speaking of as early as May and June?

17

A

It would be in May and June, yes.

18

Q

Okay.

Where, on the Mayflower property, would you

19

have unloaded animals?

20

MR. DUNBECK:

I object as we don't have any idea

21

what time period, as far as annually we're talking about.

22

understand that we're talking about the spring of the year,

23

but I don't know what year we're talking about.

24

MR. SMAY:

25

the same, each and every year.

I

Well, I believe the testimony was it's
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15
1

MR. DUNBECK:

2

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

3
4

Letfs go back then and--

THE HEARING OFFICER:

My understanding is it's when

the weather breaks.

5

MR. DUNBECK:

6

the year.

7

about 1988 or 1992.

8
9

Okay.

No, no, I understand the timing within

I don't know within--I don't know if we're talking

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Okay.

Try to clarify that,

would you, please?

10

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

The question is, Mr. Gillmore,

11

whether this is done differently from year to year; do you

12

move the lambs and the ewes in the spring of every year?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

And can you remember a year in your lifetime when

15

that was not the case?

16

A

No.

17

Q

You're moving the same number each time?

18

the same number.

19

A

Roughly, yes.

20

Q

All right.

21

Given that you don't have their names

and telephone numbers, rough numbers, I think, will do it.

22

And that number, in your recollection, has-been how

23

many?

24

Summit and Wasatch County pastures?

25

Roughly

A

Moving from the Salt Lake County pastures up to the

In this Mayflower and Clark Ranch area,

16
approximately 12 to 1,500 ewes.
Q

All right. And that's true, each year?

A

Yes.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Excuse me.

You—earlier, you

said plus lambs.
THE WITNESS: Yes. And there are-THE HEARING OFFICER:

How many lambs would there be?

THE WITNESS: Normally, with--with a herd of 1,200
ewes, there is approximately 1,3 00 lambs, depending on how
many dries, we call them; a dry ewe is a ewe that doesn't a
lamb and depending on how many dries we put in the herd, but
as an average, you would--there's usually at least as many
lambs as there is ewes, and usually, because of the twins,
usually a little bit more, usually more lambs than ewes.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

So, you'd have, round number,

2,500 or three thousand?
THE WITNESS:

That's correct.

Twenty-five--between

2,500 and 3,000.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Including the lambs?

THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE HEARING OFFICER:
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Thank you.

When, during the year, are the lambs

generally born?
A

April.

Q

So, you'd be moving them as well in May?
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1

A

Thatf s correct.

2

Q

With their mothers. All right.

And let me again

3

return to my question; where on the Mayflower property have

4

you, in the past, found appropriate places to let the animals

5

off?

6

A

We've unloaded up here in--well, on the Clark Ranch,

7

we've unloaded here.

There's numerous places that you can--

8

that--we have a semi truck that--and it's anywhere we can get

9

with the truck.

But in Section 1 up he„re, we've unloaded,

10

we've unloaded down here at the--at Ketley(?) or in the Ketley

11

area.

12
13

Q

You're now pointing to areas of what's been

designated the north property?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Section 1 is the more northerly extension of that

16

property, the Ketley area you've discussed goes to the more

17

southerly extension?

18
19

A

Yes. And then before the condemnation, we unloaded

sheep down here by Hailstone.

20

Q

Hailstone was a little town off of the old highway--

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

--as you recall it?

23

A

Yes.

24

Q

Following the condemnation that removed that

25

Gone now?

opportunity, were there areas on what is designated here as

1
1

the Mayflower south property where you unloaded animals each

2

spring?

3

A

Yes.

On this--down on the Mayflower interchange.

4

Q

And on the drawing that we're looking at, Exhibit 2,

5

in your recollection, Mr. Gillmore, about where is the

6

Mayflower interchange?

7
8

11

It would be approximately in here, in this Section

Q

Okay.

24.

9
10

A

And you're looking at the--looks to me like

the southeast quarter of Section 24 somewhere?
A

Yes.

I'm not exactly sure where the--I know the new

12

U.S. 40 goes through there, close to the center of the

13

section, and--but it would be very close to the center of

14

Section 24 where we unloaded the sheep.

15

Q

All right.

Once the sheep are brought up in the

16

spring in the numbers that you've indicated, where do they go

17

before you move them again?

18

A

Well, they go all over this whole area for the--the

19

Mayflower property and the Gillmore property that I described

20

on the Clark Ranch.

21
22
23

Q

Do they do that of their own accord or do you push

A

We have a herder and we--we push them around to a

them?

24

certain extent.

25

sheep like that, we usually don't unload all those sheep in
~*-*A

There's a--when you have a large herd of
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1

the same place, we usually unload them, at that time, they

2

have young lambs and we unload the sheep usually in two or

3

three different spots until the lambs get a little older and

4

then they re-congregate them together, before we--while the--

5

during this time they're here into one herd to move them up to

6

the summer range.

7

Q

If it were possible to describe a typical year, Mr.

8

Gillmore, where might you unload different groups of sheep on

9

these properties?

10

A

Well, we have unloaded sheep on the Clark Ranch and

11

down on this Mayflower exit every year for the last, at least

12

three or four years.

13
14

Q

You say the Mayflower exit, that was what we called

a moment ago the Mayflower interchange--

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

--off the new highway?

17
18
19

And about how much--how many would you put in one
place and how many in the other?
A

Well, as--just roughly, we try and split them up

20

half and half or thirds; but there's no--that would vary from

21

one year to the next.

22

we don't take them all up there the same day and we have them

23

in different bunches out here, and it just depends on how they

24

get congregated out here, and sometimes we'll have--there

25

isn't any set amount we move in one day, even though the total

It's however is convenient as far as--

number we wind up with is close to the same every year, but
there isn't any set time table that they1re taken up there
over certain days or do we take them all up in--itfs usually
within like a two-week period, starting around the middle of
May.
Q

All right.

Supposing that we were to look at the

number of animals which, over the last three or four years,
you've unloaded in the vicinity of the Mayflower interchange;
would you describe movement of those animals, over the course
of the season before you move them off of this range?
A

Well, they grazed--we--the herder and myself, both,

have--have moved the sheep back and forth underneath the--or
over the U.S. 4 0 part of the time, but--and then the camp, we
have a sheep camp that the herder's in and he is moved back
and forth.

It just depends on the season and--I mean--well,

I'm getting a little bit confused on the question, I guess.
Q

Okay.

Maybe it's better to ask you some foundation

sort of questions to begin with.

Starting at the area of the

Mayflower interchange and the highway, Mr. Gillmore, and
looking generally west into the Mayflower property, and I'm
going to exclude now the part that's leased to Deer Valley; I
presume you never trespass on their property, do you?
A

Well, sheep don't know boundary lines. We tried

not--we've tried, to the best of our ability, we haven't
grazed it.
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1
2

Q

5
6

MR. DUNBECK:

9

In where, excuse me?

I didn!t hear

your question.
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Starting with leaving the sheep off

in the early spring--

7
8

Starting with leaving the sheep off in

the early spring--

3
4

All right.

MR. DUNBECK:
Q

Okay.

(By Mr. Smay)

And he was talking about leaving them

by the interchange, tell me where those sheep are likely to

10

get in the course of the season before you would then move

11

them again to either ranges not shown on this map or back to

12

Salt Lake County or wherever they're moved to.

13

A

Well, again, and of course not just here, but the

14

entire area, clear up to the Clark Ranch, there is no

15

physical--except for the highway now, there is no physical--no

16

fences to stop them from going the entire length of this.

17

they do, in fact.

18

where the water is and these areas like the Mayflower Mine and

19

this McKeown Canyon and then there's water in three or four of

20

these other little canyons across here, thatfs where the sheep

21

have to go every day to water.

22

Q

And

We--the sheep generally try and pull to

Generally speaking, Mr. Gillmore, is the water on

23

the Mayflower property or is it on the Clark Ranch and--and

24

Summit County properties?

25

A

There's a lot more water on the Mayflower property

22
than there is--this ground to the west between Deer Valley,
especially, like in this Section 14 and 23, there's no water
that I know of at all on either--on most of those two
sections.

Almost every bit of that property, that steep

property, you can see there, is--is dry.
Q

Would you be able to provide the animals sufficient

water without the use of the Mayflower properties?
A

Absolutely not.

Q

There is an old railroad right-of-way, are you

familiar with it, that runs between the Mayflower north
property and the Mayflower south property?
A

Yes.

Q

Do you use that to move the cattle between the two

places?
A

Yes.

Q

Okay.

The cattle and sheep, both, we use it.
If the sheep and the cattle, in the course of

that movement, cross lands that belong to someone other than
Mayflower or the Gillmores, has anybody attempted to stop you
or to restrict those movements?
A

No.

Q

Looking at the property which is toward the bottom

part of the drawing which is Exhibit D-l, you will see some
that's shaded in blue; do you see that?
A

Yes.

Q

And it's described here as Mayflower properties
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1

other. Are you familiar with that property?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

Can you describe what the topography is there for

A

Part of it is very steep and there's almost no water

4
5
6
7
8

us?

on it whatsoever.
Q

At the top of that property is an area which on the

map shows as Bonanza Flat; are you familiar with that--

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

--area?

11

A

This, when you get up and on the west part of this

What is that area like?

12

blue shaded area, and over on what the--it says Lone Hill on

13

this Bonanza Flat is more of a gentle slope, rolling meadows.

14

And when you get off this blue shaded area, the--the Midway

15

Reservoir is right, real close to the line. And then over in

16

here, there is some creeks and streams on this Bonanza Flat.

17
18

Q

In an ordinary year, do you move the sheep up that

mountainside towards Bonanza Flat?

19

A

We havenft been, for a number of years.

20

Q

And why has that been the case?

21

A

We had a lot of problems when we had the sheep up

22

there with--first of all, therefs--therefs only one small

23

spring on this blue area, that's not sufficient to water a

24

large herd of sheep and the sheep have to go off, like at this

25

Midway Reservoir or somewhere. And we had--it was hard to

24
keep the sheep on there, and--but more so, we had a lot of
problems with wild--or domestic dogs that were coming up from
Park City and attacking the sheep.
Q

Okay.

A

And then also, we, as time went on, from this State

park, there's a lot of people up there and a lot of people use
this property for recreation and itfs--itfs hard to graze the
sheep in there when there's so many people just doing all
sorts of different type of recreational activities.
Q

When did that, (inaudible) you've just described,

the dogs, for example, or the people engaged in recreational
activities, when did that become a serious interference with
putting sheep up in those areas?
A

Well, it was, right at the time when we had the

sheep up there in the--in the latter part of the '80's, and
it's just--it--the last couple years that we actually had the
sheep camp up there and it became so we figured it was more
problem than it was worth to try and graze on it. With the-you know, with the whole herd.
We still have stock that periodically have came up
onto the--came up these canyons, especially sheep, because
sheep's natural tendency is to climb up and through $11 the
years, we've periodically had to come up onto this blue area
and bring back sheep that have strayed off and gone up.
Q

Gone up on their own?
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2 I
3

A

Yes.

Q

You said a moment ago, you had a sheep camp

somewhere in that area; can you tell us generally where that

4 I was?
A

On the blue area?

6 I

Q

Correct.

7

A

Yes. There's a--we'd come up from--through--go

8

through Park City and come up this road that goes over

9

Guardsmen's Pass and then come on to Bonanza Flat, and there's

10

a road that comes down through here and--well, this, you can

11

see it, it comes around, and we'd camp on this wheel track,

12

this Jeep trail on this ridge right here.

13
14

Q

The ridge that appears on drawing, along--roughly

between Section 33 and 34?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

When was the last year you maintained the--you

17
18
19
20

maintained the sheep camp in that vicinity?
A

If you recall.

I believe it was '86 or '87, but I'm not dead sure;

I know that was close.
Q

Okay.

When you have--well, let's back up a moment.

21

After discontinuing the sheep camp there, have you re-

22

instituted it during any particular year?

23

A

No.

There1s--since that time, we--I haven't had a--

24

or I'm--before that time, I was paying the Mayflower for the

25

use of this property and after--since that time, I--I haven't

26
been.
Q

Okay.

for today?

What do you regard yourself as paying them

This is--is this property within your lease today,

as you understand it?
A

Yeah, I--yes, it is, as far--with the understanding

that it's very difficult to use and the payment that I was
making on those years when we had this sheep camp on it all
summer long, it!s been our--the understanding between me and
the Mayflower that we wouldn't make that extra payment.
Q

For maintaining the sheep camp there?

A

Right.

In other words, those years that when we

have the sheep camp up here, we didn1t--those sheep that were
up here didn't move off and go up to our private summer range,
they stayed here all summer.
Q

Okay.

Now when sheep get into this area, what

becomes of them?
A

Well, we go get them and take them back down onto

this other property.
Q

How often does that occur?

A

Not real often, as it depends on how good our herder

is, or how good I--or how good we--we herd them, ourselves.
Q

Over the last few years, Mr. Gillmore, is there a

way of estimating how many sheep there would have been grazing
in that upper blue area from time to time?
A

Well, it's hard to put an exact figure on it,
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1

because it's just periodically different bunches that go up

2

there and then they're--as soon as we find out they're gone,

3

we go get them and--and take them back down, so...

4

Q

Some of the pieces that are shown here in blue are

5

not physically contiguous; did that ever prevent you using

6

those areas?

7

A

Not the contiguous part.

There--this--these pieces

8

down here are in a real steep, treacherous canyon area and

9

it's hard to get the sheep on to them, and I think it's--

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

they're pretty limited grazing value.
Q

Are those still within the lease that you're

operating under today?
A

Well, it's my understanding all the property is

described in the lease.
Q

Do you recall where, on this map, Mr. Gillmore, the

old Star Mine tunnel is located?

17

A

Yes.

18

Q

Has that been--has there been a sheep camp at that

19
20

It would be here in Section 26.

site in the past, that you recall?
A

No.

We've usually had the sheep camp down here,

21

when it's been over in that area, we've had the camp down here

22

by the Mayflower mine.

23
24
25

Q

And the Mayflower mine is down in Section 25 that

we're talking about?
A

That's right.

28
Q

Once the sheep have been on the property--well, let

me back up just a moment.

The sheep are there until about

when, each year?
A

Usually some time in November, again, depending on

the weather.
Q

Okay.

And when that time comes, where do the sheep

A

They go back out to Tooele and Salt Lake Counties.

Q

Is there a time during the year when you put cattle

go?

on that property?
A

Yes.

Q

And when does that generally occur?

A

Well, the way--the last three or four years, it's

been generally in the fall or in the late summer.
Q

About what month of the year, do you recall?

A

September, late August.

Q

And how many cattle do you put on--excuse me--do you

put on the property?
A

We've had approximately a hundred head of--from a

hundred to 3 00 head of cattle, counting their calves in that-in this Mayflower area.
Q

Okay.

Is it the same proportion of calves\to cows

as it is lambs to sheep?
A

No.

Q

Okay.

How--how many cows then, or older animals, I
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1 I suppose, would you have, as opposed to how many calves would
2

you have?

3

A

Well, for sure, you'd never have more calves than

4

you do cows, because the cows very seldom have twins; so, if

5

you have 50 cows, you'd probably 45 calves or--as an example.

6
7

Q

And if the number of animals was the 3 00 you cited,

that you be roughly--

8

A

Yeah.

9

Q

When are calves born during the year?

10

A

In March.

11

Q

So, the animals that you move onto this area, the

12

Maybe 160 or 70 cows and 130 calves.

calves you move on in--did you tell me September?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Are about how far grown?

15

A

Oh, four or five months.

16

Q

And where do you put the cows when you bring those

17
18

up?

The cattle, when you bring those up?
A

We have pastures down on this other property I

19

referred to in Section 2 and 3 and 34 and we usually have

20

unloaded the cattle in that—in those pastures, in that area,

21

and then later, move the cattle over onto this Mayflower

22

property, and then we've brought other cattle back f]rom the

23

summer range, in the fall and mixed them all together in this

24

Mayflower area.

25

Q

When you refer to the Mayflower area, which

30
particular part of the Mayflower property are you referring
to?
A

Well, all of it, but the--all the property that

we're still using that's not--that wasn't condemned by the
Bureau of Reclamation.
Q

And when you said you brought other cattle from the

summer range, that does increase the numbers that you were
testifying to a moment ago?
A

Well, that's what brings it up in the 3 00 range,

Q

Do the cattle move across this property in any

yes.

particular pattern over the course of a season?
A

In the fall, yes, they--we have cattle--again,

they're all--they're basically on the same area as the sheep
are in the spring, they--they're all over the Clark Ranch and
the north property and then down onto this Mayflower Mine area
and this area around the Mayflower exit.
Q

And has that been the case on a yearly basis, as far

as you can recall?
A

Yes.

Q

Any year, in your recollection, in which that didn't

occur?
A

No.

There hasn't been a year, since we've been

leasing the property that there hasn't been cattle and sheep
grazed.

The only difference would be going back more than
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1

three or four years, we've taken cattle and unloaded them in

2

this Ketley area and we've unloaded cattle in—down by

3

Hailstone; but theyfve essentially wound up grazing the

4

property the same, regardless of where we unloaded them.

5

Q

Looking at the blue area on this map that we!ve

6

described before, the more mountainous terrain extending up

7

toward Bonanza Flat; do the cows use that property for

8

grazing?

9
10

A

Very little.

But cattle do sometimes climb up these

canyons.

11

Q

What do you do when that happens?

12

A

Well, we usually get a phone call, like from Deer

13
14

Valley and have to go--to go get them and drive them back.
Q

Having that as--changing the subject then of your

15

relationship of other owners in the vicinity; the more

16

easterly part of the Mayflower property has been--excuse me,

17

the more westerly part has been condemned by the Federal

18

Government.

19

A

20
21
22
23

Easterly part.
MR. DUNBECK:

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Easterly.
Easterly part; am I getting--yes, I'm

getting my directions backward.

All right.

Have you had then, a relationship between yourself

24

and the Federal administrators down on that property with

25

respect to using it, for example, for sheep?

32
A

Yes.

I've been in contact with officials with the

Bureau of Reclamation.
Q

On what sort of circumstances has that occurred?

A

I contacted them a couple years ago, because the--

there was some alfalfa planted by mistake along the sides of
the new U.S. 40, and this alfalfa, at certain times in the
spring, is toxic to the sheep and—and we've had a couple
different occasions where the--where we--where, when the
herd's got on it, on the alfalfa, they'ye--we had some sheep
die and--and the Bureau's--I contacted them, and they came up
and took pictures and then later, reimbursed me for the sheep
that died.
Q

And you say there was some alfalfa; where was it

located?
A

On the Mayflower property? Was-Yes. There--and well, all the way clear to

Richardson Flat, on--wherever the frontage roads were put in.
There's frontage road and interchange on the Mayflower exit
and this alfalfa was mistakenly planted there and that's where
one of the problems occurred.
Q

Let me show you what I've had marked Exhibit 10, Mr.

Gillmore, if I may and ask you if you recognize what that
document is?
A

Yes.

Q

What is that document?

A

It's a registered letter that I received, with a
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1 I check for payment for nine head of sheep that died at the
2

Mayflower exit on this alfalfa.

3 I

Q

And the letter comes from whom?

A

The Bureau of Reclamation.

5 I

Q

And when did it transpire?

6

A

When did the sheep die?

7

Q

Sure.

8

A

In June of '93.

9

Q

The cattle that you bring on to the Mayflower

10
11

When did the sheep die?

property, how long do they stay during the course of a year?
A

Well, again, these cattle that wefve had up there,

12

like last year and for at least two or three years, have been

13

there from approximately some time in September ftil November.

14

Usually--well, the last two or three winters, we've been able

15

to stay up there quite late because of the--the weather, we

16

haven't--at least the middle of November.

17
18

Q

And where do the cattle go once they leave the

Mayflower property?

What do you do with them?

19

A

Oh.

They come back down to Salt Lake County.

20

Q

The numbers you've given us vary somewhat from year

21

to year, both as to cattle and as to sheep, Mr. Gillmore.

22

is that?

23
24
25

Why

For example, why would you move 2,500 sheep in one
year, and what, 2,000 in another year?
A

Well, there's different--we have--some years we have

34
a lot better lambing than other years, depending on our
lambing conditions and the condition of the sheep.
varies.

That

Our total numbers vary, you know, maybe up to ten or

15 percent from one year to the next.
Q

Does it have to do in any degree with the quality of

the grazing on the land from year to year?

Does that change

much?
A

Well, the land produces a lot more feed, of course,

on a wet season than it does on a dry season.

On this area,

we've had sufficient feed, though, as--I couldn't say.

Like

last year, we had any--we didn't have to restrict our numbers
for any weather reason.

It's--we pretty much followed our--

the same pattern as we always have. And there isn't--I can't
say there's been a change for that, no.
Q

Looking back at 1994, Mr. Gillmore, do you recall

the approximate number of sheep you had on the Mayflower
property and the adjoining acreage in 1994?
MR. DUNBECK:
MR. SMAY:

Objection.

Irrelevant.

I would have guessed it was highly

relevant to the County's claim that he didn't have enough
sheep up there.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Well, we're dealing with f92

through '93, what does '94 have to do with it?

I assume

that's the basis of your objection?
MR. DUNBECK: Yes.
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1 I

MR. SMAY:

Well, the claim, as I understood it, is

2

that for '93 and '94, they were not in compliance with the '93

3

standards.

4

MR. DUNBECK:

This--this appeal involves the 1993

5

tax year.

6

the earlier--or the subsequent years.

7

We're not prepared to present evidence concerning

THE HEARING OFFICER:

The objection's sustained,

8

'cause I--I don't want to confuse the facts with '94--I don't

9

want to confuse the case with '94 facts.

10

Q

ll
12
13

(By Mr. Smay)

Let's go t o -

THE HEARING OFFICER:

But I think '93 would get you

to the same place.
Q

14

(By Mr. Smay)
MR. DUNBECK:

--to 1993.
Excuse me.

I think the objection

15

would be the same because the grazing activity that's in issue

16

is the grazing activity that occurred prior to January 1, '93.

17

MR. SMAY:

The--the only reason--there's a part of

18

me that regrets that we haven't consolidated these, but we

19

have--and that we haven't, and I don't have witnesses here

20

that could address in more detail the '93 time period.

21
22
23

THE HEARING OFFICER:
are at issue.
Q

Well, it's the '93 taxes that

I'm going to let him answer as to that year.

(By Mr. Smay)

Mr. Gillmore, let's start in '93 and

24

we'll work backward.

Do you recall the approximate number of

25

sheep that the Gillmore Livestock Company had grazing on the

36
Mayflower property and the adjoining properties in the year
1993?
A

Yes. Approximately 1,500 ewes, plus their lambs.

Q

Which would have brought the total to roughly how

A

In that 1,500 ewes last year--or in f 93, we put

many?

quite a few yearlings or dries, we call them, in this--these
sheep; so we only had approximately, I think, 1,200 lambs.
And that brought the total number up to. 27, 2,800, in that
vicinity.
Q

With respect to the cattle in 1993, Mr. Gillmore,

how many cattle did you have on the Mayflower and the
adjoining lands?
A

Probably over 200 at the maximum time.

Q

Looking back to 1992, what would the numbers have

been, both for sheep and cattle?
A

It would have been very close to the same.

I

believe we had, just by memory, we might have had a few more
sheep; but it!s--it--like 1 say, it varies, would have varied
probably at most ten percent from those numbers.
Q

And the same would be true of cattle, would it?

A

Yes.

Q

When you gave me the 200 number for cattle, that

included the calves, I take it?
A

Yes.
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1 I

Q

All right.

Going back then to 1991, what would the

2 I numbers have been?
A

The same.

4 I

Q

And 1990, any difference?

5

A

Same.

6

Q

f

7

A

Same.

8

Q

1988?

9

A

In f89, I believe we had--tha£ was--they were in the

89?

10

process, I--the way I recall, of completing the highway and I

11

think that we might have had a few more--or not more in

12

numbers, but we probably had the cattle there for longer in

13

'89.

14

down at the Ketley interchange area, that was--I know for sure

15

that we had cattle in there in June of that year.

16
17

I specifically remember in f89, I had unloaded cattle

Q

Okay.

So that you would have had cattle there at

the same time as having sheep?

18

A

That's correct.

19

Q

On the property.

20
21

And the additional time for the

cattle would have been how much, in months?
A

Well, they would have been there two or three more

22

months than the--than what these cattle have been for the last

23

three or four years.

24
25

Q

What made it possible to put the cattle on earlier

in that year, as opposed to the other years?

38
A

This area down to the east on the Mayflower

property, at that time hadn't been developed and the--there
was a large pasture down here that we put cattle in.
Q

That you were able to use in 1989?

A

To start out in--that we used--we try and put the

cattle in pastures when we first take them up there and then
they're moved from there to different areas.
Q

What about the year 1988?

What sort of numbers for

sheep and cattle did you have on that property then?
A

Well, again, our total numbers were--would have been

very close to the same; but in '88, we grazed a lot of--grazed
most all of this area, the way I recall, down to Hailstone.
We unloaded the sheep at Hailstone in the spring, we grazed a
lot more property here to the east then-Q

Did that increase the numbers in any way?

A

It didn't increase the total numbers, but it

increased the amount of time-Q

That you had the animals there?

A

--that we spent.

Q

By, I take it, the same amount as in 1989?

A

Well, let--let me correct that, excuse me.

I--in

'88, we actually did have two different herds; we had a herd
down that we kept on this south area down here and a different
herd up on the Clark Ranch.
Q

Then the total numbers between the two herds would
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1

have been?

2

A

3
4

Would have been over twice--or I mean, it would have

been almost twice what the numbers Ifve been-Q

In any of the years that we've referred to, Mr.

5

Gillmore, 1988 through 1993, given your experience as a

6

herdsman, your familiar with that kind of property, and that

7

particular property; in your view, was the property

8

substantially under-used in any particular year?

9

A

No.

10

Q

If you had to pick a percentage as to the amount of

11

agriculture use that property was sustained for grazing and

12

the amount that occurred, what percentage of the use do you

13

think occurred in those years?

14

A

Well, we tried to use the property as--to the full--

15

at the amount that it was practical to use it and after the

16

condemnation and the highway went in, there ' s--it' s--the whole

17

lease, of course, changed, there was a lot of the best

18

property to the east that we, of course, didn1t--couldnft use

19

any more because it was taken by the Bureau of Reclamation;

20

but as far as grazing capacity is concerned, it hasn't changed

21

at all.

22

now, we're using it in the exact same manner as we were using

23

it before, only there's only half as much--we're only us--

24

like--if you figured it like in AUMs, it would be only half

25

the--half as much as it was like '88 or prior because of this

There is no--on the ground that we still are grazing

40
property we lost--or the property that was taken by the Bureau
of Reclamation and--and-Q

Looking at the remainder of the property, excluding

the part that was taken by the government, and excluding the
part that's leased to Deer Valley, have you grazed that
property at, to your understanding, substantially less than
its capacity to graze animals in any particular year?
A

Not any of this area in the white, no, that's still

possible to use.

We've used everything, in these white areas

and--well, we've had to use it, there's been no--we have those
period of times when you have that many livestock up there,
they have to--they have to be moved around to a certain
extent, to a great extent, they move around, of course,
theirselves (sic), when you have a large herd like that.
No, there's--there is absolutely no substantial
difference in the way those properties, or our own, of course,
up there, is--you--there isn't a substantial difference
between '93, '83 or '73.
Q

Okay.

Looking at the property which is in blue on

this drawing, as it becomes steeper and moves up the
mountainside toward Bonanza Flat, am I getting that right?
Over the last of the years we've recounted, '88 to 'S3, Mr.
Gillmore, given what the capacity of that land is for grazing
animals, whatever it is, has that property been used at
substantially less than its capacity to graze animals?
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1
2

A

Now, you're speaking around the Mayflower Mine and

down below here, not the--the blue property?

3

Q

4

properties.

5

easier to begin with the question whether or not you regard

6

the capacity of this land, the part which is shaded in blue

7

there, to sustain grazing as in some degree lesser than the

8

capacity of the remainder of the land to sustain grazing?

9

No.

A

I understood your testimony about the lower

Looking at the upper properties, maybe it's

Well, the--the land, itself, of course has not

10

changed at all, it still grows the same amount of feed as it

11

did ten or 20 years ago; the--but the conditions, the grazing

12

conditions have substantially changed in the last ten years.

13

Q

And has that affected--

14

A

Absolutely.

15

Q

--the capacity of that land to sustain grazing in

16

your view?

17

A

It absolutely has, yes.

18

Q

Given whatever its reduced capacity then is to

19

sustain grazing, have you used it at less than that reduced

20

capacity over the last five years?

21

A

22

MR. DUNBECK:

23
24
25

Well, that--

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

A

No.

Go for it, Luke.
But does that question make sense to

you?
It hasn't been used very much, in other words.

42
Q

Has the amount to which it has been used fallen

below 50 percent of the amount to which it could have been
used, had you been-A

Well, it's not--hasn't been practical to use it to

any substantial amount, so.-.
Q

And the reason for that is what?

A

Because of the problems that I stated before, about

the recreation and the dog problems in Park City.
Q

Mr. Bogerd has earlier testified, Mr. Gillmore,

respecting a conversation with you in which you asked him for
notices received from counties in which you grazed indicating
some change in the law as of 1993; do you recall a
conversation like that with Mr. Bogerd?
A

Yes.

Q

Do you recall about when it may have occurred?

A

Yes.

Q

And what did you ask Mr. Bogerd at that time?

A

I'd asked him about affidavits that—or asked him if

I believe it was in the spring of '93.

he'd received affidavits for the change in the Greenbelt law
because I--or Gillmore Livestock had been asked to sign a
number of them for--for other land owners in Summit and Salt
Lake Counties.
Q

Had you received any for properties in Wasatch

County that you can recall?
A

I believe my uncle did for the property he did--for
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1

the property he owns in Wasatch County.

2

number of these for him and I'm not dead sure of it.

3

have to ask my aunt, to be positive, but I'm—I'm pretty sure

4

that I did sign one for Wasatch County.

5
6

Q

A

I'm--I'd

And what, generally, in your recollection, were you

asked to sign?

7

I--there--I signed a

What did the affidavit indicate?

The affidavits had a legal description of the

8

property, usually taken off the tax notice and as--as I

9

recall, it's been awhile, there was some computation for AUMs

10

that you had to assess that particular piece of property or

11

make some kind of an estimate as to what its AUM potential

12 was.
13
14
15

Q

Did it solicit your view as to whether 50 percent of

the agricultural capacity of the land was being used?
A

Well, that was the general idea, that it was--that

16

we would--when you signed the affidavit, you were agreeing

17

that you would--or we would graze at least 50 percent of

18

these--this AUM capacity that we designated on the

19

application.

20

Q

21
22

Let's see if I'm understanding.

You were asked to

make--to suggest-MR. DUNBECK:

I--I object to this whole line of

23

questioning.

Where he's testifying about a document that's

24

not here, it lacks foundation and best evidence rule, but I'm

25

not sure that's applicable here; but this testimony is not

44
particularly helpful absent the document that hefs referring
to.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Do you have a copy of the

documents he signed?
MR. SMAY: We don't have a copy.

They were turned

back into the various counties which solicited them.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

I'm going to allow it. I

think it's foundational for the conversation between he and
Mr. Bogerd; at least, that's the way I'm interpreting it.
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

My question to you, Mr. Gillmore, and

so that I understand, your answer was whether or not they
solicited from you some computation that you suggested was the
appropriate one for that particular property?
MR. DUNBECK:

Same objection.

THE HEARING OFFICER:
THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Overruled.

Go ahead.

They did.

And the point of that was to show

that 50 percent of the agricultural use of the property was
being done?
A

That's correct.

Q

Had Mr. Bogerd received any such affidavits for you

to sign with respect to the Mayflower property?
A

Not to my knowledge.

Q

Had you received a request for such affidavit with

respect to the Mayflower property, would you have had any
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1

difficulty signing an affidavit that 50 percent of the

2

agricultural use was being made of that property by the

3

Gillmore Livestock Company?

4

A

No.

5

MR. DUNBECK:

6

MR. SMAY: As to what Mr. Gillmore was —

7

THE HEARING OFFICER: Why--

8

MR. SMAY:

9

Objection.

Calls for speculation.

--preparing to certify, I don't think

thatfs speculative at all.

10

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Why don't you re--I think you

11

can rephrase your question as to whether he felt he quali--

12

whether in his--he has an opinion as to whether he would

13

qualify for it.

14

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Mr. Gillmore, if the point of such

15

affidavits was to indicate that 50 percent of the agricultural

16

use of the property was being met, you signed one, I take it

17

for your--your unclefs adjoining land in Wasatch County?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

You signed for the Gillmore lands in Summit County?

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

Would you have had any difficulty signing such an

22
23
24
25

affidavit, had one been solicited, for the Mayflower property?
A

No.
MR. DUNBECK:

to strike the answer.

Objection.

Lack of foundation.

Move

46
THE HEARING OFFICER:
2

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Overruled.

With respect to the Gillmore

3

properties that lie in Summit County, Mr. Gillmore, are those

4

greenbelted-A

Yes.

6 I

Q

--at this time?

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Has Summit County made any effort to cancel the

9
10

greenbelt as to those properties?
A

No.

11

MR. DUNBECK:

Objection.

12

THE HEARING OFFICER:

13

MR. SMAY:

Irrelevant.

What would be its relevance?

Simply to show some uniformity of

14

practice as to properties which are--seemed to be used in

15

conjunction with one another.

16

MR. DUNBECK:

When--there's no foundation as to what

17

Wasa--or excuse me, Summit County is doing in connection with

18

the greenbelt.

19
20

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Sustained.

It's — they're two

different counties and I don't see any relevance, really.

21

MR. SMAY: Well, the relevance is, itfs one law, one

22

piece of property administered, it seems to me, differently in

23

one county than the other.

24
25

THE HEARING OFFICER:

But if they do it differently,

how does that affect whether you qualify or not?

I mean, if
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1

they send out different documents, how does that affect

2

whether you qualify?

3

MR. SMAY:

The coun--the question was not whether

4

they sent out any different documents, but whether the

5

greenbelt was allowed to remain in place up to the Wasatch-

6

Summit County border, and canceled on the other side.

7

MR. DUNBECK:

The issue here is whether they're

8

entitled to greenbelt status in connection with their use of

9

property in Wasatch County.

There is nothing--there is no

10

relevance as to what Summit County's determination is with

11

respect to this--to the greenbelt with respect to the other

12

property.

13
14

THE HEARING OFFICER:
objection.

Yeah.

And I--I sustain the

I think it's not relevant.

15

MR. SMAY:

I think that's--

16

THE HEARING OFFICER:

17

MR. SMAY:

Go ahead.

--what I have for Mr. Gillmore at this

18 point.
19
20

THE HEARING OFFICER:
examination?

21

MR. DUNBECK:

22

THE HEARING OFFICER:

23

Do you have much cross-

I do. Do you want to take a break?
Let's take about a 15-minute

recess at this time. We1re--we1re in recess.

24

(Recess.)

25

MR. SMAY:

Mr. Gillmore--

48
THE HEARING OFFICER:
MR. SMAY:

Okay. We're--

Oh, I'm sorry.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

We're back on the record.

Go

ahead,
MR. SMAY:
Q

Thank you.

(By Mr. Smay)

Mr. Gillmore, would you look at

Exhibit, what's been marked as Exhibit 105, and my question
is, is that the recertification affidavit that you signed on
behalf of, I believe it's some of your family members, and you
mentioned some other people?
A

I--I--looking at it closely, I--I believe the ones

for Summit County and Salt Lake are different, because I--as I
recall, now, this is a couple years ago, but there was a--some
spaces where we had to make some kind of a computation for
AUMs and I--I don't notice--this--I guess my--I would have to
wonder if the one for Wasatch County would be different or if
this isn't a State-wide-Q

Form?

A

--form or-MR. SMAY:

I'd like to move the admission of Exhibit

105 as illustrative of what he was not testifying about.
MR. DUNBECK:

Well, if he doesn't recognize it, we

would object to its being moved unless somebody can tell us
what it is.
MR. SMAY: We can-Associated Professional Reporters - (801) 322-3441
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1
2

MR. DUNBECK:

Mr. Gillmore can't, he's not the right

witness.

3

MR. SMAY:

We--we can do that.

There was testimony

4

concerning what affidavits, that he had signed these

5

affidavits, to which I objected and so I think I'm permitted

6

to have this admitted as evidence and then I can have

7

testimony as to what this is later on.

8

THE HEARING OFFICER:

9

MR. SMAY:

There's no foundation.

Well, the foundation is, is that it's not

10

the one that he--that he executed, it's not similar to the

11

ones that he executed in connection with the others and that's

12

the purpose for which--

13
14

THE HEARING OFFICER:

what it is, I don't recognize it--

15

MR. SMAY:

16

THE HEARING OFFICER:

17

MR. SMAY:

18

That's the entire lack of foundation

rather than foundation.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Well, I'm going to let it in

for him to testify that he didn't sign one.

23

MR. SMAY:

Well, I--that was the point of it. Thank

24 you.
25

--and I didn't sign it?

And it's not what I signed, that's

MR. DUNBECK:

21
22

And it's not--

correct.

19
20

Foundation is, I don't know

*

50

1
2
3

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. DUNBECK:
Q

You've already testified to this, but I became

4

confused and maybe (inaudible) did, too; how many sheep did

5

you say that you grazed on the Mayflower property?

6

believe you said something between 12 and 1,500; correct?

7

What did you say?

And I

8

A

Ewes.

9

Q

Yes.

10

A

Yes.

11

Q

And how many lambs, roughly?

12

A

Twelve to thirteen hundred lambs.

13

Q

And again, this is a typical year in the life of

14

Twelve to--twelve to 1,500?

Gillmore Livestock Company?

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

When you compute AUMs, you don't include the lambs,

17

do you?

18

A

No.

19

Q

Okay.

Cattle, which you taught me have many

20

varieties in here the last time we met; how many head of

21

cattle do you typically graze on the property?

22

let me start over with the cattle.

And I mean,

23

You indicated in your testimony, I believe, that the

24

cattle came down into the Mayflower property and in your Clark

25

Ranch and Richardson's Flat property in late August or early
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1

September; is that correct?

2

A

Now, for which year are you speaking?

3

Q

Generally.

4

A

Oh, well, for the last three or four years, yes.

5

Q

Okay.

6

that correct?

7

cattle grazing?

8
9

A

Because '94 was the aberrational year; is

Was--194 was not a typical year, as far as the

Well, yes, it was typical for the last three or four

years, but there hasn't--the only substantial difference for

10

any of the years has been the season, whether that some of the

11

cattle, earlier years were taken up there earlier.

12

the last--generally, since the condemnation, the cattle

13

haven't been taking up--taken into the Mayflower area until

14

late in the summer.

15

Q

All right.

16

A

And that's--

17

Q

And in August--

18

A

--that would be for all the years.

19

Q

Okay.

The last--

Late August, since condemnation, late August

20

or early September; how many cattle come down, or come into

21

the--into the Mayflower property at that time?

22

A

We've had up to 300 total--

23

Q

Was--

24

A

--counting the--

25

Q

Was--

52
A

So that would roughly, oh, between 150 and 175 cows.

Q

So, you'd have cows, 150 to 175, you said?

A

Yes.

Q

And then a similar number of--how many calves?

A

A smaller number, about a hundred and--probably 13 0

or--to 140, somewhere in that vicinity.
Q

And throughout the time since at least this

condemnation, when was the condemnation in here?
A

Well, the--my memory was just refreshed by the

checks.

It was--f89 was when--the last year we paid and--in

other words, the--our use of that eastern property was through
'89 and starting in ! 90, our--we haven't been able to-Q

Okay.

So these--

A

--use that property to the east.

Q

The numbers that you've given us here are typical of

the years from 1990 through January 1 of 1993; is that right?
A

Thatf s correct.

Q

Okay.
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Let me just ask about the rams

and bulls.
THE WITNESS: Well, the rams are-THE HEARING OFFICER:
THE WITNESS:

Do you include those .in the--

They should have been included with

the cows; we have, with the 150-MR. DUNBECK:

And thatfs the--I get the--I get the
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1

species, but--

2

THE WITNESS:

But not--but separately, you're right,

3

your Honor, and I forgot to add that. There was, with the 150

4

cows, we would have at least six bulls, just--thatfs a--we try

5

and figure about 25 cows to the bull.

6

are put in in May and the bulls are with--with the cows all

7

through the summer until November; but with the sheep--

And theyfre--the bulls

8

THE HEARING OFFICER:

And the steers?

9

THE WITNESS: Well, we--we have--we keep our

10

yearling steers, but they--we haven't run them on this

11

Mayflower property, they go to the Chalk Creek and so they

12

havenft been--

13

THE HEARING OFFICER:

14

THE WITNESS:

That•s--that!s correct.

15

MR. DUNBECK:

Okay.

16

Q

17

sheep?

18

A

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

You separate them?

So, we put rams up here under

The rams are kept separate all summer, spring and

19

summer, we don't put the rams in until the 20th of November,

20

so they1re--they1re never in the ewes on this property.

21

Q

Okay.

And so if I were (inaudible)

22

A

Correct.

23

Q

Because they--(inaudible). Okay.

And to bring

24

closure to this discussion then, does this--are these the

25

animals which you graze in the Mayflower and the Richardson

54
Flat, and which I think you referred to as the Park City?
A

Presently.

Q

And have since--since the time of condemnation?

A

Yes.
MR. DUNBECK:

Okay.

I!d like to mark that as an exhibit.

Ifve move the admission of Exhibit 106 as illustrative

of his testimony.
THE HEARING OFFICER:
MR. SMAY:

No objection.

THE HEARING OFFICER:
Q

Any objection?

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

Exhibit 106 is received.

When we talk about the times that

the--the periods of time in a typical year that the animals
are on the Park City properties, we--you've distinguished
between how long the sheep are on and how long the cattle is
on; I mean, they're on at different periods, is that correct?
A

No.

The sheep--well, to a certain extent; but the

sheep can't come back onto this property, the Mayflower
property and the Clark Ranch area in the fall in October, so
for a period of time in the fall, they're-Q

There's no--

A

Yeah.

They're together.

Q

Okay.

But let's, just for--if I switch these here,

I think your testimony was that--that they were brought up and
we'll talk about where they--where you bring them, but you
bring them up to the Park City area here and the Mayflower
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1

properties in--you start bringing them up in mid-May or early

2

June and they stay until roughly mid-July; is that correct?

3

A

That's correct.

4

Q

Okay.

So, we've got mid-May--oops--to let's say,

5

mid-July, and so that's roughly two months.

6

some years, a little bit less other years, depending on the

7

weather; is that correct?

8
9

A

Could be more

Very little different than--as far as making it

more, some years, we might move--the time period might be a

10

little bit shorter than that, but that's—that would be about

11

the maximum time up there.

12
13

Q

So, this is the maximum that they would be

here so I'll put max.

14
15

Okay.

Then the sheep shuffle off to Peoa and Oakley, where
your family has some property; is that correct?

16

A

That's correct.

17

Q

When do the sheep--now, the sheep typically come

18

back in around the first part of October, is that--you know,

19

in the general year; is that correct?

20

A

Yes. Always before deer season.

21

Q

Oh.

22

A

That's the--

23

Q

Call it early October.

24
25

Okay.

And then they stay until mid

to late November is what I think you said.
A

That's right.

56
You said that youfve had better luck lately in

Q

keeping them later, but generally, it's mid to late November.
A

Determined on--

Q

When the snow comes?

A

--when the snow comes, yes.

Q

I'll call it mid to late. And the sheep includes

lambs and all varieties of--of animals?
A

That!s correct.

Q

Okay.

That you described earlier.

The same number

of sheep, essentially, graze during each of these time
periods?

It's the same sheep you took up to Peoa and then

brought back down?
A

Minus the lambs that we'd sold.

Q

Okay.

A

And we sell the market lambs around the first of

October, so-Q

Okay.

A

--they don't come back onto this property in the

fall, but all the-Q

So--

A

--the rest of them do.

Q

Excuse me. But you don't bring any additional sheep

or lambs in from other ranges that you used to graze and then
brought them back?
A

Generally not.
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1

Q

Then the cattle and Ifm a little confused

Okay.

2

about your testimony on this.

3

in in August, late August, early September; but then you bring

4

in another group later; is that correct?

5

A

That's correct.

6

Q

Okay.

You have cattle that you bring

So, let's for right now call it Group No. 1,

7

comes in in late August and I think your testimony was

8

basically usually September; is that correct?

9

A

Yes.

10

Q

Okay.

And this Group No. 1 stays on the property

11

until the same time as the sheep come off in mid--mid to late

12

November?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

How many are in this first group?

15

A

We've generally kept about 50 pairs, that's how we

How many cattle?

16

refer to them, most of them are pairs; cows and calves, in

17

this Park City area all summer.

18

Q

But running up further north--

19

A

And--and prior to this August-September time, they--

20

we keep them in these pastures to the north of the Mayflower

21

property.

22

Q

We'll talk a little bit about where they go in a

23

minute, but just wanted to try to clarify these answers. So,

24

this is--this should be cows 50, and then roughly the same

25

number of calves?

58
A

Yes.

Q

Okay.

Okay.

Group No. 2 then, where do these--

where do these ones come from, of cattle?
A

The majority of them come from the same ranges where

the sheep went up, on the South Fork of the Weber.
Q

Okay.

And--and when do they usually come down?

A

Right after the--or right around the first of

October.
Q

Okay.

A

Yes.

Q

Oh.

Oh, they come down with the sheep?

Okay.

Once you understand this, it's not so

hard, makes some logical sense.
Okay.

Early October and then they're also there to

mid to late November?

Okay.

And how many come down, typically, from the--from
the South Fork of the Weber River?
A

Close to, oh, probably between like 70 or 80 head of

cows and calves.
Q

So, we'd have--so that would be about 35 apiece

then?
A

No.

No.

It would be 80 cows and maybe 70 calves,

somewhere-Q

Okay.

So, I've got cows 80, calves 70. Okay.

MR. DUNBECK:
Okay.

I'd like to mark that as an exhibit.

I'd move for the admission of Exhibit 107 as
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1

illustrative of his testimony concerning the time periods in

2

which animals were grazed.

3
4

Q

Before I do that; have we covered

all the animals?

5
6

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

A

Except for the cattle, yes. We--we do--on--for the

last several years, Ifve been bringing the cattle in

7 . September, late September, early October, back from Echo
8

Canyon; we donft have very many up there, but I--I've been--

9

Q

Okay.

So, --

10

A

--bringing probably approximately 30 or 40 what we

11

call dry cows, that's cows that either lost their calves in

12

the spring or--or didn't have any and I--they come back and go

13

to the same place.

14
15
16
17

Q

Okay.

And--and those are just cows and about how

A

Between 30 or 40 would be a--probably a close

many?

average.

18

Q

How many--how long have you been doing that?

19

A

Well, at least for--well, periodically back as far

20

as I can remember; but every year for the last at least five

21

or six years--

22

Q

Okay.

23

A

--I've been bringing all of those back from Sawmill

24
25

or Echo Canyon.
Q

And this is--starts in September?

I

1
2
3
4

60

Yes. They1re--they1re up in Echo Canyon from spring

A

up until some time in September, e&rly October.
Q

And they come back with everybody else in late

November?

5

A

Yes.

6

Q

Okay.

7

A

Yes.

8

Q

Good.

9

Now, we've got them all?

MR. DUNBECK:

I--I move the admission of Exhibit 107

10

as illustrating his testimony concerning the time periods in

11

which the animals are on the range-

12

THE HEARING OFFICER:

13

MR. SMAY: No.

14

THE HEARING OFFICER:

15

Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

Any objection to 107?

Exhibit 107 is received.

While we're doing this part, why

16

don't we--could you, on--on this page here, come up and draw

17

the brand, your brand that you have on your cattle?

18

Okay.

And do you have a marking on your sheep?

19

A

The main brand is the same.

20

0

Okay. Would--does it ha^e a distinctive color?

21

A

Red.

22

Q

Okay.

23

A

Most of the time.

24

Q

Okay.

25

What--you can sit down again if you like, or

you can stand if you like, as well.
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1 I

What type of sheep do you ordinarily graze?

2

A

Type?

3 J

Q

Yeah.

A

Rambalai, if that's the—

Q

Excuse me.

6

A

The breed is called Rambalai.

7

Q

Okay.

8

A

Rambalai ewes and we use Rambalai bucks for

9
10
11
12
13

Or how (inaudible) I don't know.

replacement.
Q

Somebody mentioned to me something about black face

or white face, now, can you-A

Yeah, you're--the black face, the Suffolk bucks we

use strictly for market.

14

Q

Okay.

15

A

Their--their lambs are used--raised strictly for

16

market.

17

Q

Okay.

18

A

The ewes are white faced.

19

Q

Okay.

20

A

Hereford.

21

So, are yours white faced or black faced?

What type of cattle do you typically graze?

MR. DUNBECK:

I'd like to have this marked as an

22

exhibit.

I'd like to move the admission of Exhibit^108 as

23

illustrative of his brand.

24

THE HEARING OFFICER:

25

MR. SMAY:

Any objection?

I think it's irrelevant, but I don't
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object.
THE HEARING OFFICER:
MR. DUNBECK:
Q

Thank you.

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

up here with me.

Received.

Okay.

(Inaudible)

I guess I'd ask you to step

In the typical year, you begin

breaking the sheep up in mid-May to early June, from the
ranges out here by the Salt—Salt Lake International Airport;
is that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

And you bring them up in truck loads, and I can't

remember, how many animals are in a truck load?
A

It'll hold approximately 3 00 ewes.

Q

And lambs?

A

No.

Three hundred ewes and then if they have lambs,

then smaller units.
Q

Okay.

And so it takes you awhile to bring the

animals up from the--from the winter range; is that correct?
A

Yes,

Q

Okay.

Now, I've got on the board here a--two

typographical maps which I've kind of hooked together, which
I'11 represent to you are Exhibit 2 and 3 from your deposition
when we talked about where you grazed and dropped your animals
off.

For the purposes of this discussion, we have some

markings that are up at the top and we'll come back to those
because I think those are the areas in which you identified
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1

your additional acreage and we'll cover that in a minute.^

2

Where--where do you typically drop off your sheep

3

when you start bringing them up and I'd like to focus on the

4

time period after which the first kind of construction began

5

on the--on the highway?

6

A

Since the condemnation, we've been, of course

7

haven't been able to unload down on this Hailstone area, so

8

our--this--the only places we've been able to get to with our

9

truck is either here or up in this area here.

10

Q

Okay.

The first area, or this--actually, the second

11

area you identified was in the Richardson Flat area and

12

there's a blue X on the map; does that roughly represent where

13

you drop off some of the sheep?

And this is in the spring?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

And then if you look down in Section 24 here, you

16

can see that there's a blue X near something called McKeown;

17

is that another place that you typically drop the sheep off?

18

A

Yes.

19

Q

And is it your testimony that you divide the sheep

20

roughly in half between these two locations?

21

A

Yes.

22

Q

Uh huh, when you first bring them in--in this

23

A

That's correct; but many times, they're not divided

24
25

Initially.
area?

in half for very long.
Q

Okay.

But in the--the X that you've placed on--in
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Section 24, the blue X there, that's roughly where the
Mayflower passes; isn!t that correct?
A

That•s correct.

Q

Okay.

So, we would have--look real quick at my

charts, but we would have roughly--roughly 600 to 750 animals
in each one of these locations where we start dropping them
off?
A

That's correct.

Q

Counting the sheep and lambs.

Okay.

Now, we talked

about the cattle coming in; from what direction do the cattle
come in?

The 50 head we identified as the first bunch, I

believe; where do they come from?
A

They come--come--these properties we have over here

in Summit County here-Q

Uh huh.

A

--outlined with the brown, are fenced pastures and

the cattle are enclosed in those, and we move--we move them
across the--you know, this is all new highway now, but this-theref s a big interchange here and we move them down these
roads and then over, and the cattle come--herefs the Clark
Ranch, and there's some Jeep trails that come down through
here and the cattle come down through that. We have.--of
course, there's some cattle that come back around and get onto
this area here.
Q

Okay.

You've marked here your rough approximation
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1

of where the new U.S. 40 was; isn't that correct?

2

what is the orange--the orange circle that I have that you

3

drew in here, isn't--doesn't that represent the typical range

4

that you use with the cattle and sheep during the time periods

5

that we've identified?

6

A

Yes.

7

Q

Can you see Bonanza Flats on here?

8

A

It's just barely off the map, I believe.

9

Okay.

Then

It's not

here.

10

Q

Is it over in Summit County?

11

A

The line goes right through it; part of it is and

12
13

part of it isn't, as I recall.
Q

Okay.

You have not been able to use your camp site

14

in Bonanza Flats since, I think you said approximately 1987,

15

is that right?

16

A

Well, by my check, it might be '89.

17

Q

Okay.

18

But it would have been--probably would not

have been later than that?

19

A

Yeah.

That's the way I recall.

20

Q

And the problem that you had in grazing up in that

21

area was that you started bumping into the developments to the

22

west and the park to the south?

23

A

Actually to the north is where the--this property,

24

this Mayflower property up here, is actually very close to

25

this--literally next door now, to Park City itself.

All this
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Deer Valley area here has been developed with new subdivisions
and that's where—where this — this new development that's gone
in in this area here is where the problem with these dogs is
coming from,
Q

Okay.

After we get them here and grazing in the

spring, then you made an orange line showing how they exit out
and you trail them out towards--is this the South Fork?
A

To the Weber.

Q

Yeah, but to the South Fork of the Weber.

Okay.

Let me--if you would stand there, and if it helps you, if not-during Mr. Smay's discussion with you, you began identifying
acreages which you used--and before we start that, could you
identify for the Court and maybe even mark it, that would be
helpful, mark it in blue where the Wasatch County-Summit
County line is there. Okay.
Now, when you were testifying before, you were
describing the additional acreage in Summit County which you
used in connection with the--the grazing of the livestock
property and I'd just like to make a note of the acreages that
you identified.

What additional acreages does your family own

or lease in Summit County?
A

Oh, probably approximately 1,800 acres.

Q

That's--that's sufficient.

Okay.

And those 18 —

additional 1,800 acres are used in connection with the
operation you described in connection with the Mayflower
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1

property?

2

A

Yes.

3

Q

Okay. And--

4

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Let me just interrupt on that;

5

do you have any other relatives using, or who graze additional

6

animals on any of those acres?

7

THE WITNESS: Not on these--

8

THE HEARING OFFICER:

9

THE WITNESS:

10

--acres, your Honor, but on contiguous

other acres here, we do; but not on these 1,800.

11
12

Okay.

MR. DUNBECK:

I object. We have the--we start

getting the whole Gillmore family tree of grazing up there.

13

THE HEARING OFFICER:

I just--I can see where you1re

14

going and I want to make sure we have a match of animals and

15

acreage.

16

Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

Now, so the answer to the question

17

is that the animals that we've discussed before are grazing on

18

these acres in Summit County?

19
20

THE HEARING OFFICER:
that right?

21
22
23

And that's your testimony; is

THE WITNESS: Yes.
Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

The Summit County acreage that you

identified is both leased and fee owned?

24

A

Yes.

25

Q

Okay.

You own a little bit additional in Wasatch--!

don't know if that's spelled right or not--Wasatch County
that's separate from the Mayflower property; isn't that
correct?
A

Yeah,

I included that in that--

Q

Oh, up there?

A

All of it--

Q

Okay.

A

As well--and I--

Q

How much--how much do we reduce this one by then?

A

Well, it--my answer for that on second thought was,

I was thinking 800 acres, because that's approximately how
much my dad owned, and that's how--and my uncle had the same;
so actually, that should have been 1,600 for this total area,
including Wasatch and Summit.
Q

Okay.

A

So, I guess if you--they each had about a hundred

acres over and six and Wasatch County-Q

Okay-

A

--so if you deduct that from the 1,600, that would

leave 1,400 acres over here, so-Q

Well, let's--

A

I'm sorry about that--

Q

No, no, no, I'm making it harder because you're--

A

--I got confused, I just--

Q

(Inaudible) I was doing the order that (inaudible)
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1

How many additional acres in both Summit and Wasatch County do

2

you use in connection with--with grazing the Mayflower

3

property which you either lease or own?

4

A

Sixteen hundred acres would be closer, I think.

5

Q

Okay.

6

that was going to be more involved than that.

7
8

I'm not sure it's necessary, but I thought

Would you point for the--for the Court where those
additional acres are?

9

A

They're in the--where--where;the 1,600 acres are?

10

Q

Just roughly.

A

Well, there's--yeah, there's the Clark Ranch here

11

I think you've got them circled in

red.

12
13

and then there's property in 2, 3 and 34 and 35 and 26, 26

14

over here.

15

MR. DUNBECK:

I'd move--move the admission of what

16

we've identified as Deposition Exhibit 2 and 3 as one exhibit

17

as illustrative of his testimony.

18
19

THE HEARING OFFICER:

It's been marked as Exhibit

109.

20

MR. DUNBECK:

Thank you.

21

THE HEARING OFFICER:

22

MR. SMAY: No.

23

THE HEARING OFFICER:

24

MR. DUNBECK:

25

Oh.

Any objections to Exhibit 109?

Exhibit 109 is received.

Thank you.

You may sit down or stand.

70
If I could just have a minute.
Shows why I write notes.
Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

I--you pointed out the places

where you dropped off the sheep; could you show us--since the-the new U.S. 40 came in, you testified that the first group,
which I think was 50 head of sheep--cattle--let me start over;
50 head of cattle essentially just grazed down this direction.
And you also indicated that you brought some additional head
of cattle in. Those would have grazed then from the South
Fork then; is that correct?
A

Well, we brought them into this area from there.

Q

Did--did--do you truck them in?

A

Mostly--

Q

I--the only reason--

A

--we have.

Q

Okay.

A

Yeah.

It's harder to trail cattle, and--but part of

them we've driven, but a lot of them we've trucked.
Q

Where--where do you--

A

It!s harder to trail cattle than it is sheep.

Q

Okay.

Where do you typically drop off the cattle

when you bring them in, since the new U.S. 40 's been .under
construction?
A

The same as the sheep, right here.

Why it

necessitates that is because you--there's only two physical
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1

accesses by the highway into this entire property.

2

the--the Mayflower exit here and then you've got this

3

interchange down--the new interchange down there and there is

4

no other place in between where you can get off.

5

Q

You have

Have you ever brought the cattle in on whatf s the

6

old U.S. 40 here and dropped them off down where the reservoir

7

is going to be?

8

A

No.

9

Q

You bring the--you indicated that you dropped cattle

10

off down by the Mayflower overpass; how many cattle

11

put into that area, typically?

12

A

would you

Well, the cattle all wound up in that--I mean, there

13

was no--there is--regardless of where the cattle or sheep are

14

dropped off, it doesn't significantly affect where--where they

15

are, most of the time.

16

them off up here or down here, they, every year have grazed in

17

relatively--exactly the same manner.

They--regardless of whether you drop

18

Q

And where would that be?

19

A

Well, it's all--

20

Q

Throughout that--

21

A

Throughout that area, yes.

22

Q

Throughout that--that orange area that you* have

23
24
25

circled on that?
A

It's going back to where the water is.

Of course,

predominantly, the cattle pull into these areas, these

72
canyons.

They have to go to water every day and these--like

the--like this McKeown Canyon, and then they call it Sagehen
Holler and there!s--but there's numerous other springs in
between, then there fs-~we have a lot of water up on this
property that we, here where the Boston Plant is-Q

Uh huh.

A

All those areas, the cattle have to go into these

areas every day to water.
Q

You're referring to several areas around where the

north parcel-A

And south parcel, yes.

Q

--and south parcels are. You indicated that when

you were unable to graze the area around Bonanza Flats, that
there was an adjustment in the amount of the lease payment; is
that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

And it was reduced?

The amount of the lease payment

was reduced?
A

Yeah.

Back in those years, there was a--an

adjustment for that.
Q

Your testimony concerning the grazing activity that

you described, both as to numbers, areas grazed and times
grazed, have been consistent since at least 1989; isn't that
correct?
A

Yes.
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1

Q

Within--within a ten percent--

2

A

Within--

3

Q

--fudge factor where you might have more animals

4

some year?

5

A

Absolutely.

6

Q

Okay.

Could you look again at Exhibit 10--109 and

7

point to the area in which you had the alfalfa problem that

8

you referred to?

9

A

Yes. That was right here.

10

Q

Okay.

11

A

It was on the Mayflower exit and they--there was

12

quite a large area that--that the contractor had to reclaim

13

around the interchange, to reclaim the soil and after they did

14

that, it was--they--somebody mistakenly planted alfalfa with

15

the grass seed.

16

Q

Okay.

Thatfs what created the problems.
Thank you.

I think your testimony was that

17

on the west side across--on the west side across the Mayflower

18

interchange, if you will, that the animals primarily stayed

19

within that little bowl--or not--I shouldn't say little, but

20

in--within that bowl that's right on the west side of the

21

road; is that correct?

22
23
24
25

A

Right around the mine area?

Up--by the confines where I've outlined it on the

map, yes.
Q

Okay.

You'll get some that will graze up, or

higher, but you have to bring those back down into that area;

74
is that correct?
A

Yes.
MR. DUNBECK:

I have no further questions.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Redirect?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. SMAY:
Q

Mr. Gillmore, let me have you look at Exhibit 104.

Exhibit 104, you may remember, was a series of checks. And
let me show you, this is the last page „of that exhibit and I
think there's one there in the middle of the page; do you see
that one?
A

Yes.

Q

Your testimony, as I recall, was that after you had

the difficulty with the dogs and the vacationers and such up
in the Bonanza Flat areas, you discontinued your sheep camp in
that area, and thereafter, the rent was reduced?
A

Yes.

Q

Your check showing the last year you paid the full

rent of $3,000 is your 1989 check; is it not?
A

Yes.

Q

And that would have been then the last year in which

you had the sheep camp up in that area toward Bonanza Flat?
A

Yes.

Q

Have you made any effort to, Mr. Gillmore, to obtain

any aid from either the Park City people or the Summit County
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1

people in the control of the dogs that prey on the sheep?

2

A

We do every year, yes.

3

Q

And have they given you what help they can?

4

A

Yes, They have.

5

Q

And so far, that has not, apparently, cured the

6
7

problem with respect to Bonanza Flat, I take it?
A

Not with that.

Itfs--theyfve helped us tremendously

8

on the other parts of this, but there1s--that problem up there

9

is — it fs beyond their control right now.

10

Q

Referring again--let me--let me take a look at the

11

number that's on this document.

I think you said there were

12

approximately 1,600 acres of additional Gillmore family lands,

13

which were used in conjunction with the Mayflower property and

14

the Gillmore Livestock operation.

15

A

Yes.

16

Q

Are any of those 1,600 acres used for growing

17

plants?

18

A

Crops, if--

19

Q

Right. Crops.

20

A

Yes.

21

Q

About how much is used in growing crops?

22

A

About 40 acres.

23

Q

And how much--and what do you do with the crops?

24

A

We grow hay.

25

Q

And what becomes of the hay ultimately?
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A

And then feed--feed the hay to the animals in the

winter.
Q

Referring back and I don't think I'll pull the

exhibits then, to show you what--referring to the testimony
you've given us, Mr. Gillmore, about the number of animals who
are--which are placed on this land, both the Gillmore land and
the Mayflower land on a yearly basis and graze over the
Mayflower land as well as the Gillmore land; is it your
testimony that that is the--I think you. told us before, you
used it to the practical extent it could be used.
A

Yes.

Q

Is that your testimony?
Looking at Exhibit 105, Mr. Gillmore, and

recognizing that this was not submitted to you and that you
didn't sign such a document, this asks for a certification
that the land produces in excess of 50 percent of the average
agricultural production per acre, for a given type of land in
the given county or area; can you see that there?

This No. 4?

A

Yes.

Q

Had you had submitted to you this document by

Wasatch County and that question asked with respect to the
grazing use of the Mayflower land which you lease, would you
have any difficulty certifying that it is used to 50 percent
of its capacity in that form?
MR. DUNBECK:

Objection.

Lack of foundation.
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1 | Speculation.
2 I

MR. SMAY: Well, Mr. Dunbeck raises the document,

your Honor.
4 I
5

MR. DUNBECK:

Yes, and I raised the objection to the

testimony concerning the document.

6

THE HEARING OFFICER:

7

MR. SMAY:

What's its relevance?

If the question is this is what Wasatch

8

County wanted in order to avoid this roll-back proceeding, the

9

question is, would you have had any difficulty certifying that

10

you use the Mayflower property that you lease at least to 50

11

percent of its capacity.

12

MR. DUNBECK:

And the foundation objection is, is

13

this person's not been qualified as--as knowledgeable, hefs

14

knowledgeable about the grazing in that area, but there's a

15

lot more involved in determining agricultural use for property

16

than simply having spent some time there, and I think he lacks

17

the foundation in order to provide that testimony.

18

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Well, I think the question's a

19

little vague, too.

20

don't see any relevance to it and I think it really does call

21

for some speculation on his part.

22

Q

I'm going to sustain the objection.

(By Mr. Smay)

Well, let's go back, Mr. Gillmore, to

23

a foundation we need to--to establish.

24

grazing business for how many years?

25

A

All my life.

I--I

You have been in the
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1

Q

2

many years?

3

A

Prob--over a dozen.

4

Q

Extending backwards for how many years would you

5

think?

6

A

Since the early f 80 ! s.

7

Q

The same is true of the Gillmore lands which you've

8

You have grazed on the Mayflower property for how

described as a joint--

9

A

Much longer on those.

10

Q

When you put animals on property like this, do you

11

make a judgment in your mind, as a herdsman, how much this

12

land will take, how many animals you can put on it and

13

prudently manage the land and manage the animals?

14

A

Yes.

15

Q

Given that judgment, Mr. Gillmore, and knowing what

16

you know about the Mayflower lands and the adjoining Gillmore

17

lands, in your view, as an experienced herdsman, have you used

18

this land more than 50 percent of the capacity it was

19

prudently able to sustain?

20

MR. DUNBECK:

Objection.

21

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Lack of foundation.

Sustained.

There's no showing

22

as to what it would sustain; I think you can ask hitru what it

23

would sustain and how much he had on it.

24
25

Q

(By Mr. Smay)

Gillmore.

Well, go back again, then, Mr.

Would this property sustain a doubling of the use
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1

which you have made of it over your lifetime?

2

MR, DUNBECK:

3

THE HEARING OFFICER:

4

THE WITNESS: Absolutely--a doubling of the use

5
6

Lack of foundation.

Overruled.

would be over-grazing it, absolutely no question.
Q

(By Mr. Smay)

7

doubling?

8

increase of the use?

9

Objection.

A

Would it sustain anything like

Would it sustain, for example, a 30 percent

Well, that--you'd get in, then, to different years,
There1s--itfs a range

10

it certainly would, on a wet year.

11

factor, this range land produces a lot more some years than it

12

does others and without having a specific year in mind and

13

knowing what the weather had been and for the--

14

Q

Let me ask it this way:

15

A

--about the water, precipitation, it would be

16
17

impossible to-Q

Let me ask it this way, Mr. Gillmore:

In the years

18

in which, because there has been more water or better weather

19

or whatever, the land would sustain more use; have you in fact

20

increased your usage of it to take advantage of that?

21

A

No, not generally.

We!ve--wefve consistently pretty

22

much run the same. We don't have any reason to incrfease it on

23

those years. We run the--try and run basically the same

24

number that the ground will sustain on bad years and good

25

years and that!s how our--the old Gillmore operations, that's

bU

how it has sustained itself for these generations.
Q

In the period that has been discussed in this

proceeding, and going back then to the mid-19801s, in any of
that period, Mr. Gillmore, has there ever been a year which,
in your view, it would have been prudent to double the use on
the Mayflower property that you have leased?
A

No.

Q

Thank you.
MR. SMAY:

That's all I have for Mr. Gillmore.

MR. DUNBECK:

Do you have the checks?

THE HEARING OFFICER:

He has the checks.

Mr. Smay

has one.
RECROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. DUNBECK:
Q

Showing you what's been marked-THE HEARING OFFICER:

the witness.

Excuse me.

He gave them to

Sorry.

MR. DUNBECK:

The person who can do something with

them.
Q

(By Mr. Dunbeck)

Showing you what's been marked as

Exhibit 104, can you identify those checks?
A

Yes.

Q

And what are they?

A

They're the grazing lease payment for--

Q

For each of the years?
Associated Professional Reporters - (801) 322-3441
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A

Yes.

2 j

Q

And you typically made one lease payment per year?

3

A

Yes.

4

Q

Didn't you testify earlier that you had put 3,000

5
6
7

ewes on the property and never ran out of feed?
A

I never testified that I put 3,000 ewes.

I

testified that I--we had close to 3,000 sheep.

8

Q

Oh.

9

out of feed?

I'm sorry.

10

A

That's correct.

11

Q

Thank you.

Three thousand sheep and never ran

12

MR. DUNBECK:

13

THE HEARING OFFICER:

14

MR. SMAY:

15

I have no further questions.
Anything further?

Just this.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

16

BY MR. SMAY:

17

Q

In your view, Mr. Gillmore, would it have been

18

proper to put the animals out there when you're about to run

19

out of feed?

20

A

No.

21

MR. SMAY: Thanks.

22

MR. DUNBECK:

23

THE HEARING OFFICER:

24
25

Mr. Gillmore.
Next witness?

They'd get hungry.
Thank you.

You may step down,

82
(Further proceedings recorded but not requested to
be transcribed at this time.)
February 22, 1995
(Further proceedings recorded but not requested to
be transcribed at this time.)
February 23, 1995
THE HEARING OFFICER:

Okay.

We're back on the

record.
Mr. Dunbeck?
MR. DUNBECK:

Mr. Denny Lytle, please.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

Mr. Lytle, I believe you were

here and were previously sworn, were you not?
MR. LYTLE:

It's been so long ago, I--yes, I was.

THE HEARING OFFICER:

You realize that then you're

still under oath.
MR. DUNBECK:

I don't think it wears off like-DENNY D. LYTLE,

called as a witness by and on behalf of the respondent in this
matter, after having been previously duly sworn, was examined
and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. DUNBECK:
Q

Could you state your full name for the record,

please?
A

Denny D. Lytle.
Associated Professional Reporters - (801) 322-3441

Addendum C

Grazing Eligibility Guideline
To be used until the Utah State Guidelines are available.

Graze I = 1.14 AUM'S PER ACRE
I Graze II = .63 AUM'S PER ACRE \
| Graze III = .31 AUM'S PER ACRE \
j Graze IV = .11AUM'SPERACRE \
i

Example of how to use the guideline:
Parcel'= 100 acres of Graze I
100 X 1.14 AUM'S PER ACRE = 114AUMS
114 AUM'S X50% PRODUCTION REQUIREMENT = 57 AUM'S
GREATER THAN50% REQUIRED = 58AUM'S
58 AUM'S = 58 COWS FOR ONE MONTH
58 AUM'S = 14 COWS FOR FOUR MONTHS

Addendum D

BEFORE THE UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION
'**ft&l

**%&

STICHTING MAYFLOWER
RECREATIONAL FONDS, AND
STICHTING MAYFLOWER
MOUNTAIN FONDS,

STIPULATION

Petitioners,
v.
COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
OF WASATCH COUNTY,
STATE OF UTAH,

Appeal Nos. 93-1672 to 93-1695
and 93-1784 to 93-1811

Respondent,

Serial Nos. See attached
Tax Type: Property

The parties hereto, by and through their counsel of record,
stipulate

and

agree

that,

insofar

as

the

Commission

deems

appropriate to determine values for the subject properties for the
year 1993, it may use the tax serial numbers, acreage and lot
amounts, and values shown on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference.
This Stipulation is executed in compromise of disputed claims
concerning the valuation and acreage size of petitioners' property.
It is intended to set valuation and acreage size for the 1993 tax
year only.

It is not intended, nor should it be interpreted as an

admission of either the petitioners or respondent concerning any
legal or factual issue.

This Stipulation and the valuation and

acreage size contained herein shall not be used as evidence in any
proceeding except an action to enforce its terms. Petitioners and
respondent expressly reserve the right to raise any legal or
factual issues with respect to valuation and acreage size in any

nnnnolOfi

other proceeding.

The Commission's adoption of this stipulation

will not constitute approval of any legal or factual issue.
DATED THIS 9*** day of March, 1995.
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VALUES PER ACRE/LOT, AND TOTAL VALUES AS OF 1/1/93
NORTH PROPERTY
0.71
656.46

acres
acres

$1,500.00

$
2.00
$984.690.00

EAST PARK LOTS
25 Lots
1 Lot

$12,000.00
$23,000.00

$

323,000.00

SOUTH MAIN WITHIN THE DENSITY DETERMINATION
1,268.23

$3,400.00

$4,311,982.00

SOUTH MAIN WITHOUT THE DENSITY DETERMINATION
1,390.11

$1,100.00

$1,529,121.00

105.00
1,495.11

$

$
94.500.00
$1,623,621.00

TOTAL

900.00

$7.243,295.00

0000U108

Tax Serial Numbers

ACRES

NORTH PROPERTY
OWC-0027-5-024-024
OWC-0027-4-024-024

.32
.39
0.71

OWC-0075-0-027-025
OWC-0075-1-007-025
0WC-0005-0-012-024
OWC-0010-0-013-024
OWC-0010-4-013-024
OWC-0103-0-018-025
OWC-0103-1-018-025

234.71
4.00
108.00
287.75
4.00
16.00
2.00
656.46

SOUTH PROPERTY WITHIN DENSITY DETERMINATION
OWC-0052-0-035-024
OWC-0031-5-026-024
OWC-0031-4-026-024
OWC-0031-0-026-024
OWC-0031-6-026-024
OWC-0029-1-025-024
OWC-0029-0-025-024
OWC-0030-3-025-024
OWC-0030-1-025-024
OWC-0053-0-036-024
OWC-0028-0-024-024
OWC-0030-4-025-024
OWC-0153-1-031-025
OWC-0151-0-030-025
OWC-0151-2-030-025
OWC-0110-0-019-025

172.89
55.00
85.00
87.73
39.77
125.00
419.64
14.25
2.10
16.00
92.97
3.75
28.00
49.25
2.92
73.96
1268.23

51% OF 339.00

MOUNTAIN PROPERTY OUTSIDE DENSITY DETERMINATION
OWC-198-0-002-034
OWC-199-0-003-034
OWC-0201-0-004-034
OWC-0203-0-006-034
OWC-0202-0-005-034
OWC-0040-0-033-024
OWC-0051-0-034-024
OWC-0052-0-035-024
OWC-0196-0-012-033

226.00
315.00
165.00
65.00
6.00
275.00
237.00
166.11
40.00
1.495.11

49% of 339.00

Gf)A/i:.4n«

Addendum E

BEFORE THE UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION

STICHTING MAYFLOWER
RECREATIONAL FONDS, AND
STICHTING MAYFLOWER
MOUNTAIN FONDS,
Petitioners,
v.

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW,
AND FINAL DECISION

COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
OF WASATCH COUNTY,
STATE OF UTAH,

Appeal Nos. 93-1672 to 93-1695
and 93-1784 to 93-1811
Serial No. See attached

Respondent.

Tax Type:

Property

JL*-

STATENffiNT OF CASE
This matter came before the Utah State Tax Commission for
a

formal

hearing

on

February

21,

1995,

Blaine

Davis

Administrative Law Judge, heard the matter for and on behalf of the
Commission.

Joe B. Pacheco, Commissioner, was also present to hear

much of the proceeding. Present and representing Petitioner was Mr.
Craig Smay, Attorney at Law, together with Mr. Arie Bogerd.
Present and representing Respondent were Mr. Bill Thomas Peters and
Mr. Joseph Dunbeck of the law firm Parsons, Davies, Kinghorn &
Peters, and Mr. Dan Matthews, Wasatch County Attorney, together
with Mr. Glen Burgener, Wasatch County Assessor.
Based upon the evidence and testimony presented at the
hearing, the Tax Commission hereby makes its:
»* Sm ^* 4-1
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FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The tax in question is property tax.

2.

The years in question are 1992 and 1993.

3.

The use of the subject property for the periods in

question was substantially the same as it has been for at least the
past ten to fifteen years.
4.

The subject property consists of approximately 3,420

acres of undeveloped land located in Wasatch County, which is
divided into four general areas which were referred to in the
hearing as follows:
A.

The North Parcel, which is approximately 657 acres of

land which lies north of the Jordanelle Reservoir and State Park,
and east of U.S. Highway 40. This parcel has highly varied terrain,
which ranges from a portion which is nearly flat to other portions
which have slopes with up to 30 percent near the ridge line which
runs through the property.
B.

The East Park sub-division lots, which are 26

individual lots in the East Park sub-division. That sub-division is
located southwest of the north parcel and east of U.S. Highway 40.

-2-
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These sub-division lots have been platted and approved, but the
property does not have a water system, a sewer system, it has not
been fenced, and it contains no curbing or guttering.
C.

The density determination area which consists of

approximately 1,269 acres in the Mayflower Mountains Ski Resort
density determination area.

This tract of property runs from the

Jordanelle State Park going west across U.S. Highway 40

to the

foot of the Deer Valley ski runs. Under the Wasatch County master
plan, this tract is approved for 2,074 dwellings as part of a ski
resort development, but for the tax years in question, and in fact
through the time of the hearing, there had been no development
occur on this property.
D. The mountain property, which consists of approximately
1,495 acres which are south and west of the density determination
area. Some of this mountain property is isolated and some separate
parcels are removed and not contiguous to the bulk of the property.
The topography of the mountain property is varied and includes
property which is very steep and has rocky slopes, and its
elevation ranges from 7,000 feet to 9,400 feet.

-3-
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5.

Beginning in the early 1980's, the property was

leased to Gillmor Livestock Corporation for the purpose of grazing
livestock, including both sheep and cattle.

A later

version of

the lease between Petitioner and Gillmor Livestock Corporation
which was dated February 10, 1988, was introduced into evidence.
Even though the written lease had expired, Petitioner and Mr.
Gillmor both testified that the lease continued in effect by oral
extensions which were agreed to each year by each of the parties.
The parties also testified that the lease continued to be in effect
through the periods in question in this proceeding, and that it was
effective even through the date of the hearing.
6.

In 1984, Petitioner filed an application with Wasatch

County in which it requested greenbelt treatment for taxation
purposes for the north parcel, the density determination area, and
the mountain property.

That property was granted greenbelt status

and it has all remained in greenbelt status from 1984 to 1992.
7.

In 1992 the Wasatch County Assessor

reviewed the

greenbelt status of the subject property and determined that in his
opinion the property was not being grazed and was not otherwise

-4-
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being used for agricultural purposes. The Wasatch County Assessor,
thereafter, terminated the greenbelt status of the subject property
and imposed the rollback tax on the property for 5 years, including
1988-1992.
8.

The greenbelt status of all properties was being

reviewed at that time because of a revision to Utah Code Ann. §592-503 which was passed by the 1992 Utah State Legislature to become
effective for properties for the 1993 tax year with a January 1,
1993 lien date.

The modification of the statute was to require

that to be eligible for greenbelt assessment, the property must
produce in excess of 50 percent

of the average agricultural

production per acre for the given type of land and the given county
or area.

Because the Wasatch County Assessor had previously

terminated the greenbelt status for the subject property in 1992,
he did not send to the Petitioner the appropriate documents and
applications for Petitioner to apply for greenbelt status for 1993.
Accordingly, Petitioner was not granted greenbelt status for 1993.
9.

Petitioner filed this appeal to challenge:

-5-
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A.

The termination of the greenbelt status of the

subject property for 1992.
B.

The imposition of the rollback tax on the subject

C.

The denial of greenbelt status for the property for

D.

The fair market value of the subject property as of

property.

1993.

January 1, 1993.
10.

Because of the change in the statute for 1993, the

case must be reviewed on one basis for 1992 and on a different
basis for 1993.
11.

Mr. Luke Gillmor, one of the officers of Gillmor

Livestock Company testified that from the commencement of the lease
to the present time, the utilization of the property has been
substantially the same for each and every year since the early
1980's.
12.

Gillmor Livestock Corporation is involved in raising

both sheep and cattle.

The livestock are kept primarily in Salt

Lake and Tooele Counties during the winter.

The Company owns land

~6-
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in Salt Lake County, Summit County, and Wasatch County, and a
portion of the land owned by Gillmor Livestock Corporation adjoins
some of the property leased from Petitioner in Summit County.
13.

Gillmor Livestock Corporation moves between 1,200

and 1,500 ewes to the property in Summit and Wasatch County in
either late May or early June, depending upon when the snow has
melted.

In addition to those ewes, there would be approximately

1,300 lambs which would accompany the ewes.
14.

Over the years, the sheep have been delivered by

trucks and then dropped off from the trucks at the following three
general locations;

(1) The property in Summit County which is

contiguous to the property owned by Petitioner;

(2) The Mayflower

exit after the completion of the new highway which goes to the
Jordanelle dam;

and (3)

Near the south main property which is

outside of the density determination area.
15. After the sheep were dropped off at one of the above
locations, the sheep would be tended by a sheepherder and would be
driven from that location to the desired grazing areas by the
sheepherders and would then be left to wander wherever they might

-7-
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go.

There were no fences to separate the property during most of

the time.

The cattle might have wandered not only on the leased

property, but onto other publicly owned property, although efforts
were made to try to keep them on the subject property.
16.

Sometime during the period

1987-1989, Gillmor

Livestock Corporation ceased delivering sheep to the south main
property which is outside of the density determination area.

They

did so because of the problems relating to the encroachment of
civilization, including problems with sheep wandering onto private
property, and problems with dogs owned by persons on the private
property coming to the south main property and killing the sheep.
Nevertheless, Gillmor Livestock Corporation continued to have a
legal right to use that property if it wanted to, and some of the
sheep or cattle may have wandered onto that property from the other
property.
17.

The sheep grazed on the property from late May or

early June until sometime near the middle to the end of July.

The

sheep would then be moved by truck from the subject property to the

-8-
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summer range which is higher in elevation and located a substantial
distance from the subject property.
18.

After the sheep are removed from the subject

property near the middle to the end of July, then between 100 and
300 head of cattle are placed on the property, together with their
calves.

Mr. Gillmore estimated that the average number was 200

head of cattle plus their calves.

The cattle would remain on the

property for most of the rest of the summer.
19.

The sheep would be returned to the subject property

in early October, and would remain there until the middle or later
part of November, when they would be returned to Salt Lake County
and some to Tooele County.
20.

The parties have stipulated to the amount of land

and the fair market value of that land, and the stipulation of the
parties is as follows:

-9-
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VALUES PER ACRE/LOT. AND TOTAL VALUES AS OF 1/1/93
NORTH PROPERTY

SIZE.

TOTAL FAIR MARKET VALUE

VALUE PER UNIT

0.71 acres
656.46 acres

$1,500.00

$
2.00
$984,690.00

$12,000.00
$23,000.00

$

EAST PARK LOTS
25 Lots
1 Lot

323.000.00

SOOTH MAIN WITHIN THE DENSITY DETERMINATION
1,268.23

$3,400.00

S4.311.982.00

SOUTH MAIN WITHOUT THE DENSITY DETERMINATION
1,390.11
105-00

$1,100.00

$1,529,121.00

$

5

900.00

1,495.11

94,5ppTpQ

Sl.623.621.00

TOTAL
3,420.51 Acres plus 26 Lots

21.
purposes

as

S7.243.295.00

The subject property is classified for agricultural
Graze

II

land.

For

1993

and

subsequent

years

thereafter, the requirement which has been established for graze II
land is .63 animal unit months (AUM'S) per acre.

For 1992, the

-10-
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S „ I mil; i n s 1 eadl, I" hi-.1 t ot a 1

1 ega 1 i:equi renie111, wa \•> not based upon KM
p r o p e r t y w a s required to produce a

gross income from agricultural

use of at least $1,000,00 p e r year

In addition, foi b o t h 1992 and

3 9 91

there were general requirements that the property must be not

less

than

five

(5)

contiguous

acres

in

a c t I v e 1 y devo t e d t c • a g 11 c u 11 u i: a ] u s e,
agricultural

use

p r e c e d i n g the - s ~
22.

for

at

least

area,

must

have

been

a n d ha d be e n de v o t e d t o

2 successive

yeai s

immediately

:~ ir question.

F

rin s p e c i f i c a l l y

finds that i:.. subject property

1—^

iar; .- contiguous acres

in a r e a , is actively devoted to agricultural u s e , and has been
a c t i v e l y devoted to agricultural use for at least 2

successive

y e a r s immediately p r e c e d i n g the tax year in issue.
,. -:

23.

Ft w

i "-J11""!1 ». the subject, runnprtv had .i gross income

from a g r i c u l t u r a l ;—- of m o r e than $1,000.c^.
24

^^

IQQ^

^ uding

: ;.r.

42u

acres

owned

by

Pet11 1 oner, and the additional acreage o w n e d b y G i l l m o r L a n d and
Livestock, the AIM requirements would have b e e n 1,485 A U M ' S
i s b a s e d oi i a totaJ ot. 4, Ml si a<.ies all

-11-
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total allowance of 2,910 AUM'S. Because the greenbelt law requires
that the actual production of the property be at least 50 percent
of the adopted standard, then 50 percent of 2,970 equals 1,485
required AUM'S.
25.

(Exhibit 119).

Gillmor Livestock Company grazes approximately 1,500

sheep on the property for a period of four months, and 175 cows for
a period of 3 months. That means that the properties are utilized
for 1,725 AUM'S.
26.
purposes to

(Exhibit 119).
The actual usage for the property for grazing

qualify as agricultural use exceeds 50 percent of the

average agricultural production per acre for the given type of land
and the given county or area.
APPLICABLE IAW
The Tax Commission is required to oversee the just
administration of property taxes to ensure that property is valued
for tax purposes according to its fair market value.

(Utah Code

Ann. §59-1-210(7).)
For 1992, the qualifications to qualify for taxation
pursuant to the farmland assessment act (greenbelt) are as follows:

-12-
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A.
acres

In

The p r o p e r t y must

area,

except

where

devoted

to

agricultural

use

c c i n ] u n c 11 o n w i t; 11 11!, Ih i i e 11 g i b 1 e a c r e a g e ;
B.

The

property

must

have

a

gross

income

from

agricultural use, not including rental income, of at least $1,000
per

year;
The property must be actively devoted to agricultural

use;
D.

Tiie property must have been devoted iu agricultural

use for at least two successive years immediately preceding the tax
ye a i at: i ssue .
For 1993, the requirements for the property to qualify
for taxation pursuai?*- *"~ +u^
are

as

farmland assessment act

(greenbelt) ,

follows:
A

a e r e a i n at <

Tlie property must be not less than five

contiguous

v i Iurj pi i ipn.i i y i m li^'vui eni n i i ag.i icuJ i u r a i

use in conjunction with other eligible acreage;
B

The property must be actively devoted f~ agricultural

use;

-13-
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C.

The property must have been actively devoted to

agricultural use for at least two successive years immediately
preceding the tax year in question.
D.

For the property to meet the requirement of being

"actively devoted to agricultural u s e /

the land must produce in

excess of 50 percent of the average agricultural production per
acre for the given type of land and the given county or area.
Petitioner has the burden of proof to establish that the
market value of the subject property is other than that as
determined by Respondent, and also has the burden of proof to
establish the correct fair market value of the subject property.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The Petitioner has sustained the burden of proof to
establish the market value of the subject property is other than
that previously established by respondent, and the parties have
stipulated to the fair market value of the subject properties.
Petitioner has established by a preponderance of the
evidence that for both 1992 and 1993 the subject property qualifies

-14-
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for treatment for ad valorem taxation purposes pursuant to the
farmland assessment act (greenbelt)

DECISION, AND ORDER
Based upon "*

foregoing,

t

a

Commission finds that
. r * ns of January 1

.

1993 are as follows:

B o t h parties have stipulated and arrived at

the totals mentioned above, w h i c h is $7,243,"°5 ^n
The Commission has ^>** *•
the greenbelt valuation of the subject property, and while it is
clear thai llit^r licit lieen a reduced agricultural usage of a portion
of the south main p r o p e r t y w h i c h occurred in either 1987 or 1989 #
the Commission cannot find that there has been a change in use of
the

11 -i"' ! ITI'1'' that substantia] agricuj I'm/ai use has

' ; - '

occurred
p o i i i 11, n

:..he property owned b y Petitioner., that the
in I

tI

properly

is

available

foi

Gil Imor

entire

Livestock

Corporation ; • ~~w, ~**~ Gillmor Livestock Corporation has a Jlleasp
on

the

property

which

specifically

ag,r iru It in: a ']! proper t y

"Tbei H a i e

prohibitions

Gillmor

preventing

provides

for

w i "I *:im ,*'"1 '= '

Livestock

its

use

, «i her

Corporation

physical
from

-15i\ t\ Hi f\
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utilizing that land, and there are no legal restrictions to
prohibit them from using that land for agricultural purposes.
Accordingly, in the view of the Commission, for the year
1992, the subject properties complied with §59-2-503, Utah Code
Ann., in that they had more than five contiguous acres, had a gross
income from agricultural use in excess of $1-^000 per year, and the
properties were to a substantial degree devoted to agricultural use
and have been devoted to that same use for at least two successive
years immediately preceding the tax year in question.

Therefore,

the Commission determines that for 1992, the properties in question
qualified

for

ad valorem

taxation pursuant

to

the

farmland

assessment act (greenbelt) provisions of Utah State law.
For 1993, the Commission also determines that even though
there are questions regarding a portion of the south main property
and its usage, that when the total property is reviewed in
comparison

with the required

animal unit months

(AUM'S) for

grazing, that Gillmor Livestock Corporation grazed sufficient sheep
and sufficient cattle on the property for a sufficient length of
time for all of the property to qualify under §59-2-503, Utah Code

-16-
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Ann.,

as

amended

by

the

1992

legislature.

Specifically , the

Commission finds that the property is more than five

contiguous

acres in area, was actively devoted to agricultural use by meeting
the requirement of at least SO percent of the average agricultural
produil, i I.'IT J Hi, i 'i.rayiF« 1 I piopex ty , and had be M I S O act, iveily d€,j vol; ed
to agricultural use for at least two successive years immediately
preceding the tax year in question.
Based

upoi i t he

Commi ss i on " r

df 1" e nrn nat ;i on

t haf;

t he

property qualified for ad valorem taxation pursuant to the farmland
assessment act (greenbelt), the Commission also

determines that the

property did not go through a change in use and that therefore, the
imposition of the rollback tax upon the property was improper and
should

net

havF-

bei u

imposed

II ',

lespondent

therefore orders that the rollback tax be removed.

Respondent is

also ordered to place the subject properties ot Petitioner on the
tax rolls as property qualified

for assessment pursuant

to

the

farmland assessment act and to impose the taxes for 1992 and 1993
a! t/.lhe rate appJ icaJU v I o such pr :>pert.y by Hi ;/" farmland assessment

n t \ r\ *\. ^ ^ ^
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act.

The Wasatch County Auditor is hereby ordered to adjust its

records in accordance with this decision.
DATED this p?i

day of

It is so ordered.

fafS~ >

1995,

BY ORDER OF THE UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION.

W. Val Oveson
Chairman

Lssioner

(Ib'co^*^
Alice Shearer

Joe B. Pacheco
Commissioner

Commissioner

NOTICE: You have twenty (20) days after the date of a final order
to file a Request for Reconsideration with the Commission. If you
do not file a Request for Reconsideration with the Commission, you
have thirty (30) days after the date of a final order to file a.)
a Petition for Judicial Review in the Supreme Court, or b.) a
Petition for Judicial Review by trial de novo in district court.
(Utah Administrative Rule R861-1-5A(P) and Utah Code Ann. §§59-1601(1), 63-46b-13(1), 63-46-14(3)(a).)
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These are the parcels in question:
93-1672
93-1673
93-1674
93-1675
93-1676
93-1677
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93-1679
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93-1681
93-1682
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I7tah S t a t e Tax Commission
Appeal

Stichting Mayflower Recreation Ponds
93 -1 7 84
Wasatch Cnty Board

I r ;i elating M a y f l o w e r R e c r e a t i o n a l F o n d s
Petitioner
c/o Transatlantic Financial Consultants
331 Rio Grande Street, Suite 308
Salt Lake City
UT 84101
fimay, E. Craig
Attorney
for
Petitioner
505 East 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City
• UT 84.1 02
Burgener, Glen
Respondent
Wasatch County Assessor
25 North Main
Heber
U 1 ?4no?
Titcomb, Brent
Respondent
Wasatch County Auditor
25 North Main
Heber
X3T 84032
Peters, Bill Thomas
Attorney
for Affected
County(s)
185 South State, Ste. 700
Salt Lake City
UT 84111
Matthew, Dan
Attorney for
55 West Center
Heber City

Respondent
U !" 84032

I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of
addressed to each of the above named parties

ae foregoing document

&><

Date

Appeals Staff

C E R T I F I C A T E

OF

M A I L I N G

Utah S t a t e Tax Commission
Appeal

Stichting Mayflower Recreational Fonds

VS.

93-1672

Wasatch Cnty Board

Smay, E. Craig
Attorney
for
Petitioner
505 East 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City
DT 84102
Stichting Mayflower Recreational Fonds
Petitioner
c/o Transatlantic Financial Consultant's
331 Rio Grand Street, Suite 308
Salt Lake City
UT 84101
Peters, Bill Thomas
Attorney
for Affected
County(s)
185 South State, Ste. 700
Salt Lake City
UT 84111
Burgener, Glen
Respondent
Wasatch County Assessor
25 North Main
Heber
UT 84032
Titcomb, Brent
Respondent
Wasatch County Auditor
25 North Main
Heber
UT 84032
Matthew, Dan
Attorney for
55 West Center
Heber City

Respondent
UT 84032

I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the foregoing document
addressed to each of the above named parties.

f/^/^?r
Date

Sax, k.
Appeals Staff
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Addendum F

BEFORE THE UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION

STICHTING MAYFLOWER
RECREATIONAL FONDS, AND
STICHTING MAYFLOWER
MOUNTAIN FONDS,
Petitioners,

ORDER

v.
Appeal Nos. 93-1672 to 93-1695
and
93-1784 to 93-1811

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
OF WASATCH COUNTY
STATE D'F UTAI I,
Respondent.

Property

*i .

STATEMENT OF CASE
This matter came before the Utah State Tax Commission upon a
Pet i tion fo: : Reconsi deration, dated September 1 4, 1 995 , filed by
Respondent as a result of the Commission's Final Decision dated
August 25, 1995.
Petitioner
Reconsideration

filed
on

Mm * I i on

til le ground

Pi smi s s
that

the

the

Pet it ,1 O N

Commission

had

Lor
lost

diction because the matter had been appealed to the Utah
Supreme Court.

However, the Ut a 11 Supr erne ( < n 1 rt has spec:i f ica 13 y

entered an Order staying the proceeding until the Utah State
Commission

has

entered

a

final

ruling

on

the

Petition

for

Reconsideration.
Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the Motion to Dismiss
the Petition for Reconsideration filed by Petitioner herein is
hereby denied.
Oral arguments were heard on the issue of whether the Petition
for Reconsideration should be granted, and such hearing was January
22, 1996.

G. Blaine Davis, Administrative Law Judge, and Joe B.

Pacheco, Commissioner, heard the matter for and on behalf of the
Commission. Petitioner was represented by Mr. Craig Smay, Attorney
at Law, together with Mr. Arie Bogerds. Respondent was represented
by Mr. Joe Dunbeck, from the Law Firm Parsons, Davies, Kinghom and
Peters.
Respondent's Petition for Reconsideration was based upon two
alleged errors in the ruling. Respondent alleges that it was error
to

find

that

the

South

Mountains

were

actively

devoted

to

agricultural use under the pre-1993 or post-1993 Greenbelt Statute.
The Petition for Reconsideration also alleges that it was error to
find that the agricultural use of the entire Mayflower property
satisfied the AUM (Animal Unit Months) requirement of the post-1993
statute.

Regardinq the f i ist: a) leqat 'ion that" the1 South Moi int ain ai ea
was not actively devoted to agricultural use under either the pre
1 '^'9.Ji o \ t h e post •• ,l 9H" \ i J r e e n b e l t S L a t ut e , t he f/omnuys i o n i ecog nizes
that there was significantly diminished use for the South Mountain
area beginning in approximately 1989.
s i J c hi d i m I n i s h e ei m,i s H

However,

11. ,i n s I: i I 1 c" 11»» a i

notwithstanding

t h .=41 a 1 1 c • f t, h e s u b j e ct

property, including the South Mountain area was included in the
property which was leased tr> Gilmore Land and Livestock Company,
and upon which they grazed substantial numbers of cattle and sheep.
There were no fence lines to prohibit the cattle and sheep from
gi azi ng on al 1 c f the pi opei ti:;;r

i :i: lcludi i lg the Sout h Mountain area

In fact, there was testimony that the animals did occasionally
graze that area, although Mr. Gilmoor die3 attempt to keep them from
the ai ea because c :£

*

dogs which chase the animals.

.,--,..-:.

•

;:--.-

Further, there was never a dispute

that the pi opei try produces at least $ 1 , 0 00 i n gross revenue from,
agricultural product.

Therefore, the Commission believes that its

decision was correct relating to the South Mountain property for
t h e p r e • 19 9^ p e t i neil
With

respect

to

the post: 1993 Greenbelt

Statute,

Commission also believes that its decision is correct

the

Although

the Respondent: has arqued that there were not" sufficient- AITM" s

established to provide the exemption for all of the property, that
is based upon the Respondent's own interpretation of the facts.
The Petitioner clearly established that there were a sufficient
number of animals grazed on the property to satisfy the statutory
requirement

for the property at issue in this appeal, which

requires the property produce in excess of 50% of the agricultural
production per acre for the given type of land and the given county
or area.
Respondent desires to have substantial additional property
included in the calculation, because Mr. Gilmore drew a "peanut"
which included a substantial amount of acreage not under lease to
Gilmore Land & Livestock, even though his sheep and cattle were
sometimes on that other property.

However, there is no showing as

to what the agricultural classification of that additional land,
and the amount of acreage used by Petitioner was merely based upon
a rough drawing on a large map. Even if all of the additional land
which Respondent claims should be included in the AUM calculation
is included, the Petitioner is very close to being able to satisfy
the statutory requirement for all of the land. Nevertheless, where
there is not a sufficient showing as to the amount of such
additional land, or the classification of such land, and where
Petitioner also comes very close to satisfying the requirement for
all of the land, the

V000U004A

Commission is not willing to include such additional areas in its
calculation.

Therefore, based upon the calculation for just the

land that is at issue in the proceeding, and the number of animals
grazed

on

the

land,

the

Petitioner

clearly

meets

the AUM

requirements for the post-1993 Greenbelt Statute.

APPLICABLE LAW
Utah Administrative Rule R861-1-5A(P) provides that a Petition
for Reconsideration "will allege as grounds for reconsideration
either a mistake in law or fact, or the discovery of new evidence."
Under this rule, the Tax Commission may exercise its discretion in
granting or denying a Petition for Reconsideration.

Appeal No. 93-1672

DECISION AND ORDER
Based upon the foregoing, it is the decision and order of the
Utah State Tax Commission that the Petition for Reconsideration
filed by Respondent is herein denied.
DATED this

7

day of

It is ordered.

rtJsfafiAAh

1996-

BY ORDER OF THE UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION.

IAXIL10V6^^_
W. Val Oveson
Chairman

Commissioner

*" Alice Shearer
Commissioner

NOTICE: You have thirty (30) days after the date of a final order
to file a.) a Petition for Judicial Review in the Supreme Court, or
b.) a Petition for Judicial Review by trial de novo in District
Court. (Utah Administrative Rule R861-1A-5(P) and Utah Code Ann.
§§59-1-601(1), 63-46b-13 et. seg.)
GB&slV93-1672.ord
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Utah State
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M A I L I N G

Tax Commission
Appeal

Stichting Mayflower Recreational Fonds
VS.

93-1672

Wasatch Cnty Board

Smay, E. Craig
Attorney Jfor
Petitioner
505 East 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City
UT 84102
Stichting Mayflower Recreational Fonds

Petitioner
c/o Transatlantic Financial Consultants
331 Rio Grand Street, Suite 308
Salt Lake City
UT 84101
Peters, Bill Thomas

Attorney

for Affected

County(s)

185 South State, Ste. 700
Salt Lake City
UT 84111
Burgener, Glen
.Respondent
Wasatch County Assessor
25 North Main
Heber
UT 84 032
Titcomb, Brent

Respondent
Wasatch County Auditor
25 North Main
Heber
UT 84032
Matthew, Dan

Attorney for
55 West Center
Heber City

Respondent
UT 84032

I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the foregoing document
addressed to each of the above named parties.
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Addendum G

JAN GRAHAM #1231
Attorney General
JOHN C. McCARREY #5755
Assistant Attorney General
Attorneys for Appellee
Utah State Tax Commission
160 East 300 South, Fifth Floor
P.O. Box 140874
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Telephone: (801) 366-0375

IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
OF WASATCH COUNTY,
STATE OF UTAH,
Appellant,
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRSTEN E. TUCKER
vs.
STICHTING MAYFLOWER
RECREATIONAL FONDS, and the
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION,

Case No. 960280-CA
Priority No. 14

Appellees.

STATE OF UTAH

)
) SS.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

KIRSTEN E. TUCKER, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am employed as a law clerk in the Tax & Revenue

Division of the Utah State Attorney General's Office.
2.

At the direction of John McCarrey, Assistant Attorney

General, I was asked to prepare a copy of the floor debate in the

Utah State Senate for Senate Bill 45, passed in 1992.
3.

The attached Exhibit A is a correct, partial transcript

of the above-mentioned senate floor debate for Senate Bill 45. I
caused the exhibit to be transcribed from recordings of the floor
debate found in the Senate offices.

I have thoroughly reviewed

Exhibit h for accuracy.
DATED this /*

day of October, 1996.

622^

„

[RSTEN E. TUCKER
Law Clerk
Tax & Revenue Division

NOTARY
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

///;

r-

day of October,

1996

NOTARY PUBLIC"
SARA JENSON
160 £.300 So., 5th Floor
Salt U k t City, Utah S4114

My Commission Expirts
March 15, 2000
STATE OF UTAH

My Commission Expires:

%frv/

tiJfrL

Notary PuJ^ic
Re siding^ t Salt Lake County

EXHIBIT A

February 3, 1992 Day 22 Tape No. 18
SENATE BILL 45 - REVENUE AND TAX FARMLAND ASSESSMENT AMENDMENTS
Mr. Pres:

Senator Hillyard.

Sen. Hillyard: Thank you Mr. President. I have asked Tom Bingham
from the Utah Farm Bureau and Carl Hendrickson
from the Salt Lake County Attorney's Office to
come here. And I think it maybe well if I ahmove
to resolve ourselves into committee the whole for
the purpose of these two gentlemen answering
questions people may have about the bill. Let me
just give you this initial background. A, I know
since I've been in the legislature now almost 12
years, there's constant questions coming up about
the greenbelt. I come from an area where I have
seen first hand how important the greenbelt is to
protect the agricultural industry. And I know
that without the greenbelt many of our farmers
would no longer be in business. And with that
concern, I have been concerned that I've heard
some people argue that we ought to repeal it
totally because it takes money away from public
education. I've heard people argue that it has
been an abused situation and we need to be more
careful with it. So in that regard, and again,
our Tax and Revenue Committee was given it as an
issue as an interim study. We started out in this
and could see the diverse views between Mr.
Hendrickson's constituency and Mr. Bingham's
constituency. So we basically have them work
through, if they could dialogue their concerns.
They came back with a bill with a lot of input
from other groups in to how to fine tune this
which resulted in Senate Bill 45 which is in fact
a committee bill. There have been some issues
raised about it. And I think with that background
Mr. President I would move that we resolve
ourselves to committee of the whole for the
purpose of Carl Hendrickson and Tom Bingham
addressing any questions to them.

Mr. Hillyard:
Mr.
Hendrickson:

Carl. Tom. Why don't you come out and identify
yourself and.

Mr. President, members of the Senate. Carl
Hendrickson with the Salt Lake County Attorney's
Office. I'll take a few moments. We have over
the last several years been involved in a lot of
ongoing litigation with respect to greenbelt.
Specifically, we have dealt with situations where
we have property development where it is far more
convenient to grow, to raise six to twelve cows in
a corporate structure. Sell them to your family
and friends as locker beef and save yourself
$100,000 a year in taxes. And that's one of the
situations that is going on rn the, one of the
more affluent suburban developments in Salt Lake
County. Out in Sandy area. Second, we have had
circumstances in which it has become as we
understand from the rural counties, easy to play
the game at the animal auction to generate your
$1,000 a year in income without really generating
much by way of agricultural activity. We've had a
number of suits go to the Supreme Court on this
and frankly what we have ultimately come down to
with the Farm Bureau was that we had an Act which
people were abusing and either the Court was
ultimately going to put limitations on it, which
was not necessarily in anyone's interest, or we
could work together to bring some consensus as to
what ought to be done. We started in a series of
negotiations with the Farm Bureau and involved
people from Utah State University. A lot of the
Farm Bureau's constituency from throughout the
state and county assessors throughout the state to
try to bring about a bill which would protect the
legitimate farmer and address some of the abuses
that we have seen in the system. Some of the, I
think the significant features of this bill is it
requires you farm with the reasonable expectation
of profit. We think that means that you don't grow
citrus orchards in Cache Valley. A, but it does
not mean that you can't experiment with crops. It
means that if you run a farm, you run a real farm.
You don't run a hobby farm. Part of the

constituency that I think will be affected by this
are those who have chosen to buy five or six acres
and keep riding horses on it for themselves and
their friends. I don't know how they are
qualifying under greenbelt now, but this will
clearly, I think, bring some stop to that. A, it
goes to production level that you have to generate
at least 50% of what the Farm Bureau and working
with Utah State determine to be production levels
for that type of land in your county. It means
meaningful farming. It means protection of
legitimate farmers and the assessors believe it
means a significant chance to restrict the
benefits of greenbelt to those who really need it
- the farmers that are trying to survive. Mr.
Bingham's here and I think he can address some of
the activities we've gone through.

Mr. Bingham:

Mr. President, appreciate the opportunity to
address the body. We did get involved in this
process as a result of the committee that Senator
Hillyard has described to you. We involved those
people who we recognized had some concern. Our
policy for a number of years before this body
representing about 85% of the farmers and ranchers
in this state, was that while the Farm Land
Assessment Act of 1969 had some problems
associated with it, that they were not significant
enough to address. We have now changed that
position and believe that the Farm Land Assessment
Act is in some jeopardy because of the abuses and
that's the reason that we're involved in this
process now and are recommending to you that you
strengthen the Act by defining what you really
mean by actively devoted to agriculture. And
that's what we've attempted to do to take the
dollar figure out of it that we believe really has
little relevance at this time and replace *it with
a provision that measures a reasonable effort to
farm the ground. It was the Utah Farm Bureau that
originally asked the Legislature to put this on
the ballot in 19C9 and we have been very
interested in that, since that time. We believe

that the Bill that is before you has some benefit
in strengthening that and will help to keep the
Farmland Assessment Act where it belongs and help
keep agriculture in Utah producing. Be pleased to
respond to any questions that you might have.

Mr. Pres:

Senator Black.

Sen.

Yes. Mr. Bingham a, I guess I have one question
on here on page 3 of the Bill where you outlined
for the purpose of subsection 1 actively devoted
to agriculture and then they place a percentage of
50%. How did you arrive at 50% of an average of
50% of someone else that is in the same vicinity
that is raising a, a crop and maybe he's got a
similar crop and he had, he only has to prove that
his is 50% of the value of the other land owners.

Black:

Mr. Bingham:

Senator Black I appreciate that question. Should
have made that clarification. Annually, the Utah
Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture determine
production values for various crops. Ah, within a
county and determine by the type of land that it
is. And that is published in the Utah
Agricultural Statistics Book annually. So if, for
example, in Salt Lake County, dry farm wheat was
20 bushels to the acre was the county average.
Then what this is determine, what this is asking
them to do is to demonstrate that they are at
least producing 10 bushel to the acre so that it
measures what we believe is a reasonable effort to
farm the ground. We use fifty percent because
there are a lot of variations from one farm to
another and, and for different reasons. That's why
we started at a, at a figure more like 75% of the
county average and thought maybe 50% was a
reasonable compromise and would help to include
those who through no fault of their own did not
reach that.

Sen. Black:

Well how would this affect someone that's using a,
that is a pasture land for instance?

Mr. Bingham:

Pasture lands have productive values in terms of
the animal unit months of feed that they will
produce, and irrigated pasture would have a much
higher yield than would a range land for example,
And those are all determinable.

Mr. Bingham:

I would say judging by the abuses that we are
seeing, probably not. Quite frankly my personal
opinion is that one of the reasons we have this
problem is that the assessors early on did not do
as good a job as they should have done in
evaluating those properties before they allowed
them on. Once they're on then it's more difficult
to get them off.

Sen. McMullin: Why?
Mr. Bingham:

If they'd been more stringent early on we may not
have been in this problem.

Sen. McMullin: How would it be hard to get them off? I mean,
they're either farming it or not. And they're
signing an affidavit that they are doing it or
not.
Mr. Bingham:

Right.

Sen. McMullin: So what's the big deal,
Mr. Bingham:

I, I guess now the burden of proof would be on, on
the assessor to prove that they weren't . . .

Sen. McMullin: That's where it ought to be. Now that's the point
right there. And I hope everyone heard it.
Because the burden of proof ought to be on the
State and don't put the burden of proof back on
the older people as they start to phase out these
farm lands and make them stand the burden of
proof. I don't believe that we ought to b6 in
here trying to take away these small farms from
these people just because the assessor says it's
time to make more money.

Mr. Bingham:

No I don't think that would solve the concerns of
the farm bureau. * Cause we're concerned for the
integrity of the Act. The Act was passed
initially to preserve the agriculture industry and
continue to allow farms to farm.

Sen. Beatty:

How did it get the name greenbelt, do you know?

Mr. Bingham:

I don't know where the nickname came from.
Senator here may tell you, or Senator Barlow

Mr. Pres:

Senator Barlow's the only one been around long
enough. Dixie has too. Mike tell's me he's not.

Sen. Barlow:

Yes, yes.

Sen. Barlow:

Mr. President?

Mr. Pres:

Senator Barlow.

Sen. Barlow:

I was going to ask that very same question. The
reason we passed the greenbelt primarily was that
we realized particularly here on the Wasatch Front
that we wanted to encourage people who do have
land to leave it green - to leave it as long as
they possibly can and not be forced to have to
sell it because their taxes becomes exorbitant.
And this bill does not address that concerns.
What this will do as I see it is force these
smaller parcels and many of them are used for
pasturage, horses whatever the case might be. You
do away and disqualify them they will be forced to
sell these grounds in order, because they cannot
afford to pay the taxes on perhaps market value
and that's the reason why the greenbelt was
started in the first place and it was not
necessarily to zero in on large farmers and
ranchers and give them the benefit, that was part
of it but not the only reason. The other was to
make it so that you did have a greenbelt out there
and in the country place and in the surrounding

areas and not have to force these people to sell
their grounds because they're being assessed at a
tax rate that they couldn't even possibly bring a
return or cash flow based on that on those high
taxes and I and when we address greenbelt let's
address both concerns not just the agriculture
"full-time" farmers because frankly you don't have
many of them left anyway even supposedly the fulltime farmers in most cases are working elsewhere,
so we ought to concern ourselves with both

Sen. Hillyard: I should say too, that I have outlined in my
questions the three condition's that have to be met
before you lose the greenbelt as the developer. I
think any developer who wants to develop twenty
acres or ten acres can so structure how he does
that, that he'll only lose it on the land that
he's actually really developing, how he moves
along in his development and protect greenbelt on
the rest. True there may be a problem, but I'm
told that there are developers with tracts of land
who get greenbelt and then drive a tractor across
it or do something very nominal on it and still
claim to have the greenbelt. We put a provision
in the law to catch what Mr. Fuller eluded to and
I don't really buy his argument if that's his
argument you can never change a law because of
rights vested in interest, boy, we'd have a lot of
real problems passing any laws that people have
relied on certain tax structures and we change
those, but I would submit this, there is a
provision in this act that provides that if our
amendments cause you to lose a greenbelt, a
greenbelt claim, and I would submit you probably
shouldn't have it anyway, but there's no roll back
for the five years. And that's just to catch
those who may have relied on something that wasn't
quite accurate and have had the greenbelt but now
will lose it. One of the most important factors
is that it will allow the county to submit a
greenbelt requirement every three to five years so
they can monitor really what's going on. I think

Senator Story said it correctly to me the chief
enforcement tool is the five years retroactive
payment of the roll back.

